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College of Business seeks accreditation 
Faculty Senate approves phasing 
out of seven associate degrees 
B\ ROBIN PATER 
New* Kditor 
Approval of the proposed phasing out 
of seven associate degree programs in 
the College of Business highlighted the 
meeting of the Kaculty Senate on 
Monday 
The action cleared the way for the 
last hurdle for the proposal, which is 
final approval by the University Board 
of Regents. 
Or Howard Thompson, dean of the 
College of Business explained the 
phasing out of the two-year programs to 
the Senate and stated that the purpose 
of dropping ihe degrees is to further 
enable the college to become ac- 
credited 
The associate degree programs to be 
phased ml after currently enrolled 
students have completed their degree 
requirements in these areas are: 
electronic data processing, financial 
institutions, management, real estate, 
retailing, accounting and health care 
administration 
The four associate degree programs 
that Will remain to be offered are ad- 
ministrative office services, executive 
secretarial, legal secretarial and 
medical secretary , 
Thompson reported to tne Kaculty 
Senate that there were two options for 
keeping the degrees The first option, 
he said, would be to offer associate 
degrees with "very little work in them" 
ihat is. less fociis on Ihe major study 
area and more general studies ,,-. 
"which defeats the intent." said 
Thompson, who feels that this would 
reduce professional courses below an 
acceptable level 
The other alternative would be to 
employ it new group of faculty mem- 
bers to work with students in these 
programs   This  option   of   hiring  a 
separate faculty would be too costly. 
Thompson explained 
Consequently, in seeking ac- 
creditation from the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of 
Business 1AACSB1. these programs 
must be dropped in order to comply 
with Ihe rules of accreditation that the 
AACSB has set up 
"The rule of the accreditation 
association we are concerned with is 
the inverted degree problem." said 
Thompson •They 'the AACSB) do not 
permit freshmen and sophomores in 
junior and senior levels." 
The AACSB stresses general 
education first and then the major 
division courses Thompson said that 
the association is trying to protect what 
they call the "common body of 
knowledge " 
The College of Business has already 
completed a self-study on the phasing 
out proposal In fact, before it was 
approved by the Kaculty Senate, the 
proposal had been approved by the 
Council on Academic Affairs, a 
curriculum committee in the Depart- 
ment of Business Administration and 
by that department's entire faculty. In 
addition, a curriculum committee for 
the College of Business, as well as its 
faculty members, have approved the 
proposal 
An exact figure on the amount of 
students who enroll in these associate 
programs    is   not    known;    however. 
. Thnrnp-nn i—pnrl*^ figjirtxi (or the   1978 
79 academic year 
In ihe spring of 1879. for example. IS6 
students were enrolled in these 
programs, said Thompson. Kor the, 
complete year, however, only 31 were 
graduated from these two-year 
programs to be phased out 
"Thai figure (156) seems •Wnewhat 
inflated." Thompson told the Progress 
later Some students who take evening 
classes - only one or two classes - 
never intend to get a degree, he added 
"The students about half of them 
would go ahead and get their degrees " 
The total number of graduates from 
the College of Business for last year, 
including the summer session of 1979. 
was 354 Only 76 from this total received 
associate degrees. 
Thompson commented that students 
who still seek two-year degrees in the 
programs to be dropped will have other 
choices. 
"There are enough two-year 
programs available in the area . so 
that students would not he denied an 
education." he said 
Accreditation for the college, the 
main point in phasing out those 
associate degree programs, would be 
attractive and advantageous in many 
ways 
"It helps us to attract students who 
are screening their choices of schools 
with accreditation." replied Thompson 
"To some extent, trial happens among 
schools of business And sometimes 
foundations or other institutions that 
provide outside fundings do screening 
too." he added.      • 
Uecruiting faculty is another factor 
which affects the desire to become 
accredited "It's a quality measure and 
standard." Thompson spoke of the 
accreditation process. 
"We will be visited either during this 
academic year or the next       I'm not 
sure   when."   said   Thompson.    "A , 
visiting team will come and check us 
oul 
The AACSB looks for such specifics 
as appropriate doctoral coverage in 
compliance with teaching, the "com- 
mon hudvof knowledge and overall, the 
Only about a half-down homes exist in Madison County that utilise solar 
healing units like the one pictured above   (photo by Qian Kiaina) 
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Solar energy program 
underway 
By JANET JACOBS 
City Kditor 
Kvaluating Ihe impacts of the in- 
troduction of solar energy alternatives 
nod the effects of continuing present 
day energy systems is the major goal of 
the solar energy assessment currently 
underway in Richmond 
The program began after the Oak 
Kidge National laboratory (OKNL) in 
Tennessee awarded a grant of ap- 
proximately S7n.ti)0 to Richmond. 
Tlie University received a request for 
a proposal from ORNI. which required 
"a statement of strong community 
involvement" according to Dr. Richard 
Vance, associate professor of political 
science 
A task team comprised of members 
.4 the I diversity and the Richmond 
community submitted the proposal, 
which lead to their becoming the ex- 
perimental community for the 
Southeastern US. 
only   five   city-university   com- 
binations in Ihe I' S were chosen for 
ihe project 
"It's a cooperative University and 
community project." explains Project 
i oordinalor Dr Janet Patton. assistant 
professor of political science "There 
are members of Ihe University helping 
as members of the community." 
The project works at three levels: 
lask team, assessment group and the 
community. 
The task team's duties were lo 
submit the proposal and keep Ihe 
project going from day to day 
The largest part of the project is the 
assessment. The group is community- 
based and conducts the basic 
technology assessment in an effort to 
determine long-term impacts of new 
technologies as well as examining the 
effect of present technology on the 
future 
The major questions to be answered, 
emphasized Vance, are "what will be 
the impacts of the introduction of solar 
(See, Richmond, page 14) 
Periscope 
Read about the Gene 
Cotton concert in the 
interview and review by 
Arts Edilor. MarkiU 
Shdbume. 
editorials • page 2 
newi/festurei»»»»»"****» pages 3-S 
organizations************   pages 6-7 
•ports « ••• pages 8-10 
arts. •*•* pages 11-131 
ratio of student credit hours taught per 
faculty member, explained Thompson 
In other business discussed at the 
Kaculty Senate meeting, a request for 
approval of a new associate degree in 
quality assurance technology was 
passed The degree, which involves a 
cooperative arrangement with the 
Central Kentucky Stale Vocational 
Technical School, falls under the 
College of Applied Arts and 
Technology The degree program. 
however, must also be approved by Ihe 
Hoard ol Regents, the Council on 
Higher Kducation and the Stale Board 
for Occupational Kducation 
The Senate also approved the 
following proposed policy which was 
approved by the Council on Academic 
Affairs: students will be informed in 
writing normally not later than Ihe 
second class meeting of the course 
objectives and the procedure to he used 
in determining grades for individual 
classes 
The policy was presented lo Ihe 
Council on Academic Affairs by Chris 
Kremer, student member of the < ouncil 
and president of student Association. 
The proposal requested that as a 
mailer of institutional policy, members 
of the la cully inform students in 
willing, early in Ihe semester of Ihe 
objectives and procedures in deter- 
mining grades for the course 
Vice President of Academic Affairs 
and Research. Dr John D Rowlett, 
told the Senate lhal Ihe use of "second 
class meeting" in the policy is so that 
Ihe term "early in Ihe semester" may 
be defined nlore specifically 
Tins pdicyNpill become effective 
immediately, providing the Board of 
Regents approves it at their upcoming 
meeting in October, said Rowlett. 
Mmm. 
Sock 
t/uick reactions and a sense of alertness are obvious aids in Ihe sport "I 
as this youth learned when a Hying hall struck a not so spotting til >w 
lace The boy learned some of the liner points of Ihe game last week ilui 
Pee Wee Soccer Clinic held at the University   tphotoln  Brian Potts) 
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Hutch valued at $2400 
'Woodworking wonders' refuse 
to sell their work 
.y 
By BRIAN HI.AIR 
Features Kditor 
What we have here are the Wood- 
working Wonders, starring Gary 
Howard and his sidekick. Gerald Ball 
Background information on the pair 
runs a little like this: 
(Ai They disagree on almost 
everything that can possibly be 
disagreed upon - and then some. They 
even disagree on whether or not they 
disagree  Honest. 
i Ri Ball employs a touch of dry wit in 
all mailers; except disagreements And 
when Ihe wit runs dry. there is always a 
lighthearted simile just around the 
corner In short, comparisons are his 
forte 
IC'1 Howard handles the technical 
side of I he story He is not afraid t o tell 
vou everything about woodworking thai 
you are afraid lo ask He is long on 
explanations and even longer on 
basketball talent Only his height runs 
short He said he had scholarship offers 
from 200 colleges 
tlH Both are University freshmen, 
majoring in industrial arts education. 
Both are 18 years old. Bo% come from 
Little Miami High School, a long roller- 
coaster ride from King's Island in 
Cincinnati. Ohio Both began to take 
woodworking seriously during high 
school They say partial credit goes to 
Tom Isaacs, their shop teacher, a 
graduate of the University 
The point of all this is that their talent 
is unmistakable You can bet your 
Black and Decker power drill on it. 
Consider that just last year, as a high 
school shop project. Howard made a 
china hutch. Consider that it was 
estimated to be worth $2400, which 
would be enough to keep him in screws 
and sandpaper until it comes lime to 
pack up his tool box 
Add to this a red oak harvest dining 
room table, valued at somewhere near 
$1100 and you have some small idea of 
what Gary Howard can do 
He was even thoughtful enough to 
give the furniture to his mother as a 
gift 
"I had promised it to her." he said. 
Translated, it means the table nor the 
hutch will be sold, no matter what the 
offer "One lady told me after she saw 
the hutch. 'If I had the money. I'd give 
$5,000 for thai." he remembered 
Needless to say that a deal was never 
made 
Hall, on the other hand, spent his 
senior   year   of   shop   constructing   a 
cannon ball bed. total value ap- 
proximately $1200 If nothing else. Ball 
said the finished product is a boost to 
his ego 
"Yeah, it really is." he admitted 
"When I was a kid. I was always 
curious I'd look at something like the 
design on a bedpost and say. 'I wonder 
how they made thai''' 
"And now 1 know So when people see 
my bed. they'll say. How did you do 
that?' And it seems like nothing to me." 
In a way. the pair's nonchalance is 
understandable They say now that 
they know what pitfalls to avoid and 
what shortcuts to take, a second project 
of a similar nature could be completed 
in much less time. 
"If I worked for tliree weeks eight 
hours a day. I could finish another 
one." said Howard, speaking of the 
hutch 
Bui the process involves more than 
simply attaching flap A to flap B and 
slapping on a generous glob of Elmer's 
This is where Howard's shop talk 
comes into play 
This is also fertile ground lor 
disagreements 
A discussion arises concerning the 
strength of pine versus the strength of 
walnut They battle over the pros and 
cons, but the dispute is never quite 
resolved. 
In time, the topic of the frustration of 
learning is mentioned Like a skilled 
interpreter. Ball comes to 'he rescue of 
a confused visitor by offering a com- 
parison 
"Learning how to make things like 
we   did    is    sort  .of    like    hie, I    i,'.    .i 
stallion." Ball said "Kven Ihniii h • "" 
tall off sometimes you've g"' IM !■■ 
willing lo gel back on " 
And Rail believes lhal    "• 
on" is worth it in the end 
I   look   al   that   bed 
•■Rial's good ' Yen know, i'     .oil   at 
in the Itible. when (tint iitiKle. lite *«t  • d 
lie looked back on it uutl said   'ti is 
good ' And I wouldn't sell lhal In-*! lot ■ ■
million dollars." he said 
"You don I want lo sell it." s;iit. 
Howard After all. it's yours its 
something you made " 
Ball grins, well aware lhal Ihe time is 
ripe for yet another comparison lit 
holds nothing back this lime 
After a brief pause, he eon> Index 
"It's like having a kid " 
They both chuckle at the thought \nd 
they both agree 
Gary Howard Heft) and Gerald Ball, both freshman in- 
dustrial arts majors from Morrow, Ohio work on a project in 
the Pitzpat'rick Building   1-ast vear at Little Miami  High 
School, the pair made some impressive furniture for u 
woodworking class Howard constructed a china hutch worth 
$2400 I la II made a cannon hall bed valued :<< $1 !Htl 
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Editorials. 
'Case Hall Can' is eyesore 
Campus rapidly becoming trash dump due to litterers 
"The Campus Beautiful," is a 
phrase which has been around since 
1907. Thai is almost 73 years of 
faculty and students trying to keep 
the campus free of litter and to make 
it a beautiful place to live and learn. 
For the most part the campus was 
and is kept beautiful. But, sadly 
enough, the campus beautiful is 
sometimes the scene of ugliness like 
that shown in this picture. 
Trash cans are meant to hold trash 
but when it reaches extremes such as 
this something should be done. This 
particular trash can sits in front of 
Case Hall and during the first several 
dass of the semester it looked like 
this. 
For the last two weeks it has been 
somewhat better but it continues to be 
lull and overflowing many times 
during the week. 
It is hard to pinpoint exactly who is 
at fault in a situation such as (his but 
there are two obvious parlies to blame 
for this mess. 
One, the students and faculty who 
use the garbage can. These trash 
throwers are to be commended for 
putting trash in its place (or at least 
Irving). Many other people choose 10 
dump their trash wherever they 
happen t to be, the Ravine, ihe 
classroom or just driving along 
Lancaster Avenue. 
However, when it is apparent that a 
trash can has reached its capacity, 
surely these trash throwers know that 
by piling it on top or laying it on the 
ground beside the can they are just as 
much a litterer as the person who 
throws his or her coke cup under a 
bush in the Ravine. 
Of course the trash is close to the 
can but it is not IN the can and it 
looks nasty. Flies, bees and various 
other insects are attracted to the trash 
and the smell is very unbecoming for 
the campus beautiful. 
And it isn't as if there are no other 
places for the excess trash. The 
Powell Building is within sight and 
there are two trash cans in front of it 
(neither of which is hardly ever 
overflowing). Or the trashthrowers 
could go into Case Hall, there are 
probably some places for trash in or 
near the lobby. 
However,  the fault does not  rest 
entirely  on   the  shoulders  of  these 
litterers.   Where are  the   people   in 
charge of emptying the trash cans? 
According to Raymond Gabbard, 
associate director of buildings and 
grounds, that particular trash can is 
emptied three times a week at Ihe 
same time that all the trash for Case 
Hall is picked up. 
It appears that this trash can is the 
scene of more trash than it can hold 
even though it is emptied three times a 
week. * 
Who knows why there is more trash 
here than at most of the other garbage 
cans. Perhaps it is just the right 
distance from the grill and just as 
someone finishes a coke there is Ihe 
Case Hall Can. 
Or walking from ihe Bookstore, 
someone pulls out their new books 
and tosses the bag in (or at) the Case 
Hall Can. 
Or walking from the Brewer 
Building after paying a parking 
ticket, someone takes Iheir receipt 
and tosses it in the Case Hall Can. 
Whatever the reason, this trash can 
is almost always overflowing, buzzing 
with various insects and smelling. 
There is an obvious solution to the 
problem. One that Buildings and 
Ground perhaps have not noticed (or 
maybe they haven't noticed that the 
can is running over). 
Put an additional trash can there. 
*  *Ni- 
A-,; 
The Great 
American Way 
Baseball, hoi dogs, apple pie and 
C hc\rolct--they stand for everything 
that's American. 
Add winning and success to the 
im iiml.i and it's complete. 
It wasn't any different for Casev 
Stengel, a former New York Yankees 
manager and one of the greatest 
legends in baseball history. 
of the world series. 
Casey made his bedcheck and all 
the players were there, all the players 
except for one. 
For missing from his snug bed and 
nowhere in sight was the star player 
of the ieam--the guy who could do it 
all. 
'Winning isn't everything 
-it's the only thing' 
As noble and true as Casey was, it 
was ihe same for him as u was for any 
other coach or American. 
Winning isn't everything--it's the 
Olll) thing. 
The hows or whys really didn't 
mailer, jusi ihe end result. 
One ol the many "myths" told 
about Casey illustrated the point 
quite well. 
Cases Stengel was known for his 
winning learns and his stringent 
discipline and hardly a year passed by 
thai one of his teams wasn't fighting 
lor a world championship. 
One sear, as usual, Casey's boys 
made II 10 the World Series. 
He wanted to bring another world 
championship back IO New York thus 
determined as he was, he enforced a 
10 p.m. curfew on his players on the 
days before the games. 
Known tor his good relations with 
iho press, easy-going and carefree 
Cases lei it be known that ANY 
player that broke his curfew would be 
benched for the series. 
All players would be in irjeir bed, 
alone, at 10 p.m., that was the rule, 
according to Casey. 
As fate would have it and always 
seems io, n was 10 p.m., the night 
before ihe seventh and deciding game 
"The all-American boy with the ice 
cream smile" who hit the home runs, 
who stole the bases and who always 
seemed to make the headlines one 
way or another. 
Soon 10 o'clock passed, then II 
o'clock, then 12 o'clock and the star 
had still not returned to his waiting 
bed and worried coach. 
Casey had made a rule and his boy 
had broke it, but maybe, just maybe, 
Casey thought, no one would find out 
about ii and the rule could slightly be 
bent. 
No such luck. The press found out 
about it like they always seem to find 
oui aboul things of this nature. 
They rushed over to the team hotel 
and confronted Casey about Ihe 
whereabouts of his star player. 
"Will you bench him tomorrow, 
Casey?" they questioned. 
Not talking as much as he usually 
did, Casey replied, "No comment." 
So the press waited with Casey for 
the return of the missing player. 
Then at the ungodly hour of 4:30 
a.m., into the hotel strolled a very 
happy and very tuckered out missing 
star, who found his coach and a room 
full of reporters waiting for him. 
Casey then motioned for the player 
to step into his room and the door 
was closed as the two men entered the 
room, leaving the reporters to wonder 
about the outcome of the conference. 
After about 20 minutes, Casey and 
his player emerged from the room. 
"Will your boy play tomorrow?" 
"What about it Casey?" demanded 
the reporters. 
"Well, gentlemen, it's like this. I 
still haven't determined whether my 
boy came in late or whether he just 
got up a little earlier than the rest of 
us." 
The all-American boy did what he 
did best-smiled, as his loving coach 
warmly placed his arm around his 
shoulders. 
Casey's boy played the next day 
and you know what? 
Casey's team won. 
In years to come, Casey had other 
boys who seemed to get in various 
misunderstandings. 
One of his boys was accused of 
taking a handbag, while another 
allegedly borrowed a car. 
Both times, it was determined that 
the act was not one of taking, but one 
of returning. 
The players were simply looking 
for the owners of the objects. 
One year, some of Casey's boys 
were accused of beating on a 
non-player's body without his con- 
sent. 
Ironically enough, it was determin- 
ed that the non-player was a 
masochist, who had paid them for the 
service. 
All of these players also played and 
Casey's teams needless to say, won. 
It's part of being American-win- 
ning. 
Everything or anything goes to 
accomplish the result, whether the 
objective is a way, a game of checkers 
or the girl next door. 
Everyone likes a winner and 
Casey's boys were winners. 
Or were they? 
The campus  beautiful? 
(photo by Sieve Brown) 
editor's mailbag 
A word of thanks 
Dear Kditor: 
Thanks, thanks, thanks a lot. 
May I thank you for your coverage 
and printing of the Rev. George 
Smock's preaching to your EKU 
students. I truly pay tribute to such a 
courageous man as Rev. Smock who 
truly likes  "to tell it like it is." 
I may not exactly agree with Rev 
Smock's methods of doing things - but 
. if Rev Smock gets one soul saved from 
sin - it is a job well done regardless of 
his methods. Praise the Lord Jetu 
I wish to commend Robin Pale 
her "unbiased" reporting and 
I "in is for his photography. I happened 
to be over at McDonalds' where your 
papers were scattered all over the 
place when this article happened to 
catch my eye. 
s s. 
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I have three grown married girls 
myself and a personal experience of 
knowing one's sins are forgiven is far 
greater than anything anyone can 
know. 
Again thanks for the news coverage if 
I hadn't been to McDonalds thai day 
and stumbled over your paper I would 
not have known. It sure did make my 
day a little brighter, and I want to write 
you and thank your staff for printing it. 
I also wish to thank Mr. Tom Lind- 
quisi for letting Mr. Smock preach 
and Mr Lindquist's wisdom in handling 
the situation God Bless You everyone 
in Jesus' dear name is my humble 
prayer 
Cordially. 
Mr. Morris Da vid Meyer 
Ky Highway 52, Crystal. Ky 40420 
Noise pollution 
Dear Kditor: 
You gave a lot of space in your second 
paper to a preacher who bothers some 
people during the first week of school 
Why don't you give some space to a 
problem that bothers people all year 
long - people who play loud music so 
that other people can't study? 
Some of us came here to get an 
education, not to have other people's 
tastes in music forced on us I know one 
student in pre-med who left soon after 
he arrived for that very reason 
Are we going to wait until we lose all 
of our good students before we do 
something about the problem? Since we 
are forced to live on campus don't we 
have a right to study in peace and quiet 
if we want to? 
All you students out there who agree 
with me. let's here from you - we might 
even find out that we are in Ihe 
majority! 
Thank you, 
Brent Allhauser 
TROY 
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Three weeks in Rumania and Russia 
Cindy Tackett's summer 
hits high note with orchestra tour 
Karl Thomas, associate professor of music, offers a helping hand to Cindy 
Tackelt during a clarinet lesson early this week Tackett. a freshman from 
l.exington. spent weeks in Russia arid Rumania with the Central Kentucky 
Youth Orchestra this past summer iphoto by Scotl Adams) 
Free University set 
Students rarely have the opportunity 
to take classes strictly for their 
pleasure Kew students have the chance 
to learn just for the sake of learning or 
to take a class without the pressure of 
grades and testing 
Free I'niversity offers an alternative 
for those who want to learn for their 
own sake 
Kree I'niversity offers free, non- 
credit courses for students, faculty and 
staff 
The courses are taught on a volunteer 
hasis and the teachers receive no pay 
Students take the courses for free 
In the past. Kree I'niversity has of- 
fered courses in such diverse topics as 
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By KRAN COWHERD 
Staff Writer 
"Traveling may be one of two things - 
- an experience we shall always 
remember, or an experience which, 
alas, we shall never forget." - Rabbi 
Julius Gordon 
For Cindy Tackett. traveling was 
both of these things this summer. She 
spent three weeks in Rumania and 
Russia with the Central Kentucky 
Youth Symphony Orchestra, the second 
oldest youth orchestra in America. 
Cindy had played clarinet with the 
Central Kentucky Concert Orchestra 
for two years when she was invited to 
go on lour with the Symphony Or- 
chestra Since the musicians must be 
between the ages of 13 and 18. it was the 
last year that Cindy could be a member 
of the orchestra. 
So Cindy and the 80 members 
(musicians and chaperones) began 
their $65,000 fund-raising campaign 
Governor Carroll set up a contingency 
fund -- he would donate the final $10,000 
after the group had raised $55,000. The 
Friendship Ambassadors, a non-profit 
organization that sponsors, exchange 
students, took care of much of the 
paperwork for the orchestra. The 
Friendship Ambassadors donated a 
third of the money, the country of 
Rumania donated a third, and the or- 
chestra itself had a third to raise 
The group left on July 9 for 20 days of 
unknown places, people and ex- 
periences After 12 hours of jet lag and 
a seven-hour time changeover, they 
finally landed in Bucharest. Rumania, 
the capital of the country. 
The orchestra traveled in buses while 
in Rumania since mass transit is the 
most common form of transportation :- 
buses and street cars. What few cars 
Cindy saw were Mercedes "Cars are a 
luxury period." Cindy says 
They were nol the only visitors in 
Rumania. Many were there already 
training for the 1960 Olympics. Cindy 
said she "met so many different people, 
whole teams of athletes, even Bjorn 
Borg." The "good-looking" tennis 
player was on his way to play in the 
Davis Cup Tournament. 
Usually the group stayed in hotels, 
certainly not Holiday Inns, but nice 
enough Cindy spent a memorable nigJU 
in a Rumanian peasant village. The 
people were "so friendly that they were 
almost aggressive I felt more like an 
adult " 
The food was basic - "pork and 
potatoes, three times a day. fixed 
every way you can imagine." Cindy 
remembers with a frown of distaste. 
Unfortunately Ronald McDonald and 
Colonel Sanders had previous 
engagements and were unable to go 
with the orchestra 
Cindy     was    disillusioned     with 
dance, meditation, games, houseplants 
iirxl magic 
The program was first organized as a 
Student Association project in 1976. 
Now it is simply a student project; not 
dependent on the Student Association. 
Only one Free I'niversity worker is a 
student senator 
According to Mary Singler and Sherri 
Mefford, the program eo-ordinators. 
Free I'niversity offers teachers to 
share the enthusiasm they have for 
their hobbies and special interests 
while giving students a chance to leam 
in .1 relaxed atmosphere 
The deadline for teacher applications 
is Sept 20 Registration will be Oct. 1 
and 2. 
People Poll 
The University Council on Academic Affairs "recently approved a proposed 
policy that requires instructors to inform students of the course objectives and 
procedures for determining their grades in M»e class no later than the second 
class meeting. Have your professors complied with this directive? 'photos h> 
Steve Brown l 
An answer 
to the test 
question 
It all began early in my life without 
too much awareness (hat any harm 
could be done. One instance that 
stands out vividly occifrred while I 
was a student in the seventh grade. In 
those days testing time took place 
every six weeks. We students used to 
cram our heads full of facts, figures 
and dates that were of utmost 
importance, at least we were 
informed of it by our many 
instructors. Tests always were the 
proven way in which each teacher 
could evaluate the students' capacity 
for learning the retaining what was 
being drilled day after day. 
Somehow as I recall those days it 
wasn't a time to cheat to acquire a 
better grade. Either you knew it all or 
nothing and the final results brought 
cheers or tears. 
I wasn't the only member of the 
class that built up an immunity to 
taking tests. What we considered 
clever ways to conceal secret messages 
prior to test time took many forms 
such as; shorthand notes on our 
palms, writing on our arms that were 
well concealed by long-sleeved 
sweaters, blouses and jackets. Many 
students sent notes in a variety of 
ways on scrap paper, wads of paper, 
notes passed from one person to the 
next, and mind you even writing on 
our thighs - that is just above our 
knees. In those days dresses were 
worn way below the knee so<heir was 
very little exposure of human flesh to 
write anything on. 
4t really is funny when I recall how 
obvious it must have been for the 
instructors in charge of the testing. 
Most of the teachers we thought had 
eyes on the back ol their heads, at 
least it seemed like that to those of us 
at the cheating game. 
It sure was a frightening time for 
me, as I also received a few low 
grades on the tests. My mind went 
totally blank. These tests were given a 
time limit and of course that didn't 
help much, it just got us more excited 
Every So Often 
to finish on time. I wish there could 
have been some other creative way to 
test students like myself on their 
aptitude. 
Being the tallest student in the 
room wasn't even to my advantage. 
Many times I was seated in the back 
row right opposite the teacher. Her 
watchful eye was at a closer range 
then I desired, but after all I had very 
little say on seating arrangements in 
the classroom situations of yester- 
year. 
One day I tried my luck at cheating, 
by trying to look over the shoulder of 
my classmate in the desk in fronr of 
me. At long range it became difficult 
to see what was written much less 
make any sense out of the words to 
copy. Naturally the teacher saw me 
from out of the corner of her eye. She 
arose from her chair, walked over to 
my desk, picked up my entire 
assortment of test papers and then 
walked toward the front of the 
classroom. There she stood in front\ 
of the class and tore up my paper to 
shreds right before my very eyes. I 
was so ashamed and embarrassed that 
from that time on I soon realized that 
you always hurt the one you love the 
most just by being unfair. Cheating 
doesn't pay. 
Not only did that experience take 
time to curb, but it left an indelible" 
impression for the remainder of my 
school years. 
As I experienced other areas of life 
I do recall that I was aware of my 
cheating, but when it's a little bit at a 
time, like eating too many sweets it 
certainly doesn't seem that there is 
anything to get alarmed about. That 
isn't the truth though. But after all 
who is perfect? 
I am a night person and I have 
spent a good share of many nights 
typing, reading, cleaning cupboards 
or watching television. Perhaps, this 
is another way of cheating myself 
from the necessary hours of sleep, so 
that I can function normally during 
the waking hours called day. 
Kve    Dunning,    freshman,     oc- 
cupational    therapy.    Hopkinsville. 
"All of them have They've been 
really good I know exactly what I 
have to do and when I have to do it It 
makes you feel they're really in 
terested when they do that " 
^°JL^ 
<mdy t.ilbrrt. sophomore. F.nglls... 
I.miis\ illr 
"Most of mine have Most of them 
have none over everything about 
what the course involves. I'm fairly 
well satisfied " 
Steve Simpson, freshman, physical 
education. Wllliamstown. 
"Yes. most  of  them  have.  I've 
been pretty much satisfied " 
Robert   Ferrell.   freshman,   un- 
decided. Richmond. 
"Some joked around about it and 
some look it seriously I don't see 
why they have to do it because it's 
explained in the catalog " 
I)racula's Castle in Bran Rumania "It 
wasn't as scary as I thought it would be 
I was disappointed " Two days were 
spent on the shores of the Black Sea 
"Youcan walk for a mile and the water 
will still not be over your head." Cindy 
remembers. The temperatures were 
considerably cooler than Kentucky 
summer humidity - 60 degrees F 
during the day and 50 degrees F at 
night 
Fortunately the language wasn't a 
serious problem Rumanian students 
are required to take two foreign 
languages in addition to Iheir own so 
many of them speak some Knglish 
After two weeks in Rumania, the 
group traveled to thejwestern part of 
Russia 
"I loved Russia! The people were just 
unbelievable They had a strength 
about them a warmth, an un- 
derstanding, and an interest in 
America I think Russia made 
everybody a little nervous You felt like 
you're being watched but at the same 
time the people were very nice." Cindy 
says enthusiastically 
There were "lots of police - militia, 
special police, and guards" everywhere 
the group went but "not much 
violence " 
They heard two Russian orchestras 
perform which Cindy described as 
"very fantastic " In Russia, "either 
you are a professional musician or no 
musician at all " 
Tickets to the concerts by our Ken- 
tucky Orchestra sold for $5 to $9. They 
performed before a sell-out crowd in 
Russia where many of the audience 
members were professional Russian 
musicians Maybe that is why Cindy 
says it was their best performance. 
Their meal consisted of moldy 
cheese, a drink that tasted like "fer- 
mented prune juice" and bitter bread. 
They were forced to sleep on the hard 
wooden benches in the balcony No one 
dared to go to the restrooms - they 
were loo unsanitary 
Lenin's Station was nicknamed 
"Zombie Station" that night. 
Thousands of travelers passed through 
the station during the night but there 
was absolutely no talking, no noise of 
any kind   - only a shuffling of feet. 
Cindy now has a pen pal in Rumania, 
a concert pianist who writes excellent 
Knglish They write often but "just 
don't write anything political." She is 
sure all their letters are censored 
The University freshman traveled 
15.000 miles this summer and gave 
seven concerts to the people of 
Rumania and Russia She hopes to 
return to Russia someday - her first 
trip has been an experience she most 
certainly will never forget And 
perhaps the Russians will remember 
some of her Kentucky hospitality 
Credit offered 
New York City site of 
political science seminar 
B\ DON MCKAY 
Staff Writer 
The t'iruna Club and the Political 
Science Department are giving all 
students Ihe opportunity to visit New 
York City while gaining credil at the 
same lime 
This program is Ihe vwirld Affairs 
Kemtnaf ai ihe United Nations 
Students will visit New Y«rk from Oct 
21 1(1 Nov    L' ■■>'■ 
Those  who participate will  receive 
two hours credil under Ihe course title 
i>f I'oi. 49ftH I'raiicum m Comparative 
1'nhtics "and   International   Relations 
Graduate students will receive credit 
under ihe title ol POI. fins it Special 
Problems 
The tentative cost of Ihe trip is $179 
This includes air tare and hotel ac- 
commodation!! Ihe lour will be 
basically academic in nature 
Students will lie given briefings and 
lectures   by   representatives   of   the 
I nited Nation Supplementary lec- 
lures will lie given by Ihe Seminar 
Director l>r Tae-Hwan Kwak of Ihe 
I'niversity   Political Science   Depart 
men! 
Participants will receive ample time 
in visil Ihe various cultural events of 
New York City However, to receive 
academic credit, students will be 
required In write a short paper 
The trip will give students the op- 
porttmity to learn more about the'af- 
lairs and win-kings of the United 
Nations 
Student* will have a chance to lour 
ihe I nited Nations headquarters and 
meet with many prestigious world 
officials 'The theme of this year's 
Seminar will lie "The role of Ihe U N in 
IIM' l»70'« " 
There is only a limited number of 
spaces on this trip, so applications 
should be made as soon as possible 
\pplicatinns and additional in 
lorniMl ion can he obtained from Dr Tae 
llwan Kwak. the seminar director 
The 
weirdness 
of worms 
Allied health 
workshop offered 
A seminar presented by the 
University and APIC-Bluegrass at 
Lexington Sept 27 wiU study the "Uses 
and Misuses of Disinfectants." 
The workshop for nurses and others 
in allied health care will begin at 8:30 
a.m. at the Hilton Inn on the Newtown 
Pike 
The program will deal with such 
topics as the limitations and proper use 
and management of disinfectants by 
health facilities personnel, sanitation 
procedures, the role of the nurse in 
sanitation, disinfecting flexible en- 
doscopes and methods of controlling 
infections 
The seminar, offering continuing 
education units, has been approved by 
the Kentucky Nurses Association. 
The staff will include Dr. Raymond 
(Hero. University professor of 
microbiology; Richard Mcl-eod, Vestal 
laboratories, Louisville.'Alice Taylor, 
director of nursing at Old Mason's 
Home. Shelbyville; Frank Fegar. 
Olympic Corp. of America. Louisville; 
Mary Kllen Amato. OR supervisor. St 
Joseph Hospital, l-exington. and Dr » 
Lynn Voight. I'niversity director of 
continuing education in nursing 
To register in this seminar or obtain 
more detailed information, persons 
may call Dr  Otero. at 622 2021 
Presenting the program with APIC- 
Hluegrass are the University Depart- 
ments of Biological Sciences and 
Special Programs. 
I his is about the wonderful 
weirdness of worms. There arc plenty 
more besides tape worms, so much so 
that the) make a category of diseases 
all b> themselves. 
rape worms being widely known, 
lead our list. The full) grown adult is 
a disgusting sight, because it has a 
head about the size of a pinhead and 
a body up to 30 feet long divided inio 
1000 or more segments each-of which 
can reproduce independently. It keeps 
shedding the double-sexed pieces of 
itself with  eggs  in   them. 
The) are passed from the bowel. 
Where sanitation is poor the) dry out. 
get blown about as dust and arc eaten 
J/p. cattle as contaminated forage. In 
the cattle, the eggs lunch into nasty 
little tiny wigglers thai bore their way 
through the cows intestinal wall to its 
bloodstream. The blood carries them 
to ihe muscles. 
in the, muscles ihey hop off the 
bloodstream as if ii were some sort of 
laxicab and turn themselves into tiny 
muscle cysts. Then we eat the 
muscles, don't you see—at restaurants 
or as sirloin steak at home, perhaps. 
Because of plumbing, tapeworm 
disease has become rare, but a 30 fool 
,worni can certainly share your 
[groceries in a big way. Did you evet 
hear ol a more peculiar scries of 
events? As I say WEIRD!! 
How about Ihe "fiery serpent" 
disease? These organisms infect 
shellfish which get eaten. From the 
intestine they bore their way into the 
tissues behind the abdomen and from 
there to the layers under the skin. 
There they turn into worms thai 
cause ulcers of the skin with  fiery. 
burning, itching craters. You make 
the diagnosis by cleaning oul the ulcer 
and there is the head of the worm in 
the bottom of the ulcer, staring up at 
you. Treatment involves gradual (and 
gentle) pulling on ihe head over a 
period of 10 days, until the whole 
worm is pulled out. The medical texts 
don't say what you do when it is 
dangling half way out! Fortunately, 
it's a disease of the tropics. 
Hookworms are different. They 
infest 25 percent of the world's 
population. Hookworm disease has 
been called one of the most 
undcrdiagnosed of them all. They 
ciinie into ihe body through the skin 
from soil dust (that's why we keep 
hollering about not running around 
barefoot!) They gel into the" 
bloodstream from the skin, only this 
time they hop off in the lungs. From 
ihe lungs they crawl up your windpipe 
to the back of your mouth and then 
arc swallowed into your intestine. 
I hey have little hooked mouths which 
they sink into your intestine lining. 
Then the) suck your blood. 
We talk about "a tapeworm" 
because ihey arc nol that numerous. 
(At 30 feet long they don't negd to 
be!) Bui in the case of hookworms, 
ihey talk about "worm load" which 
means fistfuls or lumps of intertwined 
worms, all sucking away at your 
blood, down there in your guts. 
PLEASE don't run around barefoot! 
Ol" course there are medicines for 
worms. Some work very well, some 
very poorly. I've mentioned just three 
kinds of many, many worm diseases 
but I hope you get the general idea. 
Weird, wonderful, and NASTY! 
I 
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Students lose money over 
Bookstore's partial payments 
A I 'mversitv student fills out a check to pay for books at lb* 
I'niversity Bookstore recently  The checkout counter seems 
to be a constant reminder of the rising cost of college < photo 
h\ Sroll Adams) 
Briefly I Holmes chosen state director 
By ROBIN PATKR 
News Editor 
Kach semester students spend on the 
average of around $80 to MO on books at 
the I'niversity Bookstore. And at the 
end of each semester, when some 
students sell their books back to the 
Bookstore for partial refunds, disap- 
pointment and disgust often ensues. 
The reason for the bad feelings'' 
Some students feel cheated when they 
spend, say $10 for a new book and 
receive only half that price if the 
Bookstore decides to buy the book back 
The following semester, (he student 
may find that the same book has been 
marked up to $7.50 Kven worse is the 
situation a student finds himself or 
herself in when no refund is given for a 
honk whatsoever 
The reason for these problems, ac- 
cording lo Bookstore Director Rodger 
Meade. is that "used books fall into 
several categories" each of which have 
their own price tags 
The first category includes current 
copyright books on campus that the 
teaching department specified has 
approved for re-use next semester. For 
these hooks, the Bookstore will offer a 
student half the price of the current list 
price - providing the book is in good 
condition , 
For instance, last spring, a student 
paid $6 for a new book. It is now worth 
$3 to the Bookstore and its selling 
price goes up to $4 50   Thus, when a 
student purchases the used book for 
M 90. he or she may sell it back and get 
S3 from the Bookstore. 
The second category books are 
classified under includes those current 
copyright books which have been 
dropped but are still being used on 
other campuses The Bookstore uses a 
book jobber who comes into the store to 
buy these books. According to Meade. 
these firms buy the books at a low 
enough figure to cover shipping 
charges, warehouse costs, salesman's 
salaries, traveling expenses and the 
possibility of a new edition being 
publisheabefore he has time to dispose 
of all copies on hand 
The final category consists of old 
editions, books that are damaged, and 
those that are no longer printed. This 
leaves the student with the book or 
hnoks for his reference shelf since the 
Bookstore cannot buy them back for 
any amount of money 
Meade said that books may range in 
price from $46 to 65 cents for some 
paperbacks. Publishers have list 
prices-"they're the same all over the 
country." said Meade. 
The Bookstore. which is owned by the 
I'niversity. prepares for each semester 
by taking a look at faculty requests and 
inventorying the books already shelved 
in the store around April Then in May. 
the Bookstore begins buying books bade 
from students 
Books come in around July 20. said 
Meade     "Then   we   order   from   the 
publisher in July and order from used 
book companies." he explained. "Right 
now. in required tests alone, we have 
approximately 1,600 different titles." 
he added. 
"On every book we sell, believe it or 
not. we lose about one percent," 
claimed Meade. "We get a 20 percent 
discount from the publisher but we pay 
freight " He added that rent, lights, 
telephones, and general maintenance 
are expenses the Bookstore incurs. If 
the Bookstore did have a surplus profit, 
according to Meade. it would go into a 
building revenue fund of the University 
Meade said that he feels that students 
often get upset because "We're told to 
sell the book and somewhere along the 
semester, you wake up and find you're 
not using the book." He added, "In 
actuality, it's not our fault at all...but 
we get the blame " 
The Bookstore, which is open during 
the hours of 8 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday, until S p.m. 
an Friday and from 8 a.m. until noon 
on Saturdays, will buy the books back 
the last two weeks of each semester, 
said Meade. 
"If it (a book) has any value worth 
fooling with, we buy that book from you 
and sell it to a used book company. We 
try to have used books," Meade an- 
swered. "That saves you 25 percent 
right off the top. If there's a break that 
we can give, the student gets it." he 
assured. 
I'r lliil Holmes, professor of physical 
education has been elected the Ken 
lucky stale director of the Mid \menca 
tivmnastic Judges Association ' 
MAtiJA      is      .i      professional 
organization serving (udees of men's 
gymnastics in Illinois Indiana. 
Michigan.   Ohio    Wisconsin   and   Ken 
lucky 
I Hiring his in years on the faculty. 
Holmes has held a certification from 
the National (iymnastics .Indues 
Association He has judged high school 
and college meets, including several 
regional qualifying meets for the NCAA 
championship meet 
A former gymnast. Holmes won the 
CAMPUS CINEMAS 1-2 
tumbling event in the Big Ten. NCAA. 
the Vi'mn.il Amateur t'nion and the 
I nited Mates (iymnastics Federation 
championship meets 
In the 1959 Fan American (James he 
placed lirst in tumbling, second in 
Irampnhne, and lourth in Indian clubs 
He was elected the I'niversity of 
Illinois     athlete of the year" in 1963 
Museum closed 
The Jonathan Truman Horns 
Museum will be closed for the rest of 
itus school semester while moving to a 
new  faciliLv 
The museum on the fourth floor of the 
John Grant Crabbe Library is moving 
to the Carl I) Perkins Building neartng 
completion on campus 
Bike registration 
The Association olJ.au Knforcement 
will be registering bicycles this fall 
Registration will take place today 
during, 'Organization-Day'' at the table 
of the A I. K from in a m to 6 p m in 
the Meditation Chapel court yard All 
who have bikes are encouraged to have 
them registered for security and safety 
reasons 
Downtown bars evacuated 
due to overcrowding 
•■■■•I 
hv (  HUt M   II U,KIHIIt\ 
Staff Writer 
occupants of the Family Dog were 
evacuated Thursday. Aug. 30 about 
10 30 p.m when the fire department 
made a head count to check for over- 
crowding 
Captain Chester Rose said, "We had 
several complaints of overcrowding of 
bars in Richmond." 
This happens at the start of each new 
...    .1 
semester,    but    it's    not    a    problem 
stressed Ruse 
According to Rose, the customers of 
the Kami ly Dog were asked to evacuate 
the building and heads were counted as 
they filed out 
"We just talked to the owner and 
asked that he take -care of the 
situation." explained Rose 
There were complaints of over- 
crowding in six or seven places Rose 
claimed,  which  resulted  in the  fire 
department  inspecting several  bars. 
o Riley's Pub. J. Suiter's MiU. the 
Bear and Bull. Poopeotzie's. 
Water-hold. Horny Bull. 1890's Saloon 
and T. Bombadjls were checked along 
with the Family Dog. 
"We are re measuring the places and 
giving them new occupancy loads." 
added Rose, 
$ 
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Expires 
9-19-79 
OFF 
ANY M0 
PURCHASE 
SALE ITEMS 
EXCLUDED 
I 
ALBUMS'S-TR'CASSETTES 
| Locjitd Behind Jprry's 623-5058 
Shoemakers to America 
It's a casual relationship, made to last 
Bccdii-*' il 9 all ej-y when you ve got 
Kith feet firmly in Dexters The sort 
leather1-   I he smooth styling And 
the feeling that the 
world s at your feet 
II-definitely 
Dexter 
Shoes 
623-1975 
Downtown 214 W. Main 
cNTAM / SUNSHINE / ENTA/U 
SPECIAL GUEST 
MMMT    ! 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 8 PM ' 
nCKCTS M ."■ «7 » ALL SEATS RESERVED 
OM  SALE    IN LEXINGTON-LEXINGTON CENTER   DISC 
X>CKEY     BOTH    LEXINGTON    McCALPIN S      IN    LOUIS 
VULE-SEETMOVENS   HOUSE   OF   MUSIC    lEATHERMEAO 
•O'M   SUBO.A-S    PHOENIX  RECORDS    AND  An   VINE 
RECORDS 
"AIL    OHOCRS     SEND   SELF    ADDRESSED   STAMPED 
ENVELOPE   PLUS   4CT   FOR   HANOI KG   TO   0OOBIES        OO 
LEXWGTON   TICKET   OFFICE    AX   «    VMC    LEXPAOTON   KV 
«OS07   CERTFBD CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS ONIV   CALL 
m M» FOR P»ORMATION 
LEXINGTON CENTER'S 
RUPP ARENA 
r^NSHINE/ENTAM/SUNSHI^ 
STRETCH YOUR PESOS WIT 
TACO TICO'S SPECIA 
Buy One 
TACOBURGER 
Gel One PREE 
britts sept, sale days! 
Junior's flannel shirts 
5.99 Reg. $7 & $8 
Ridin' high on your bai.k-to school list1 
Colorful 100% cotton with long sleeves 
& button fronts. S.M.L. 
from Sugarbush! cord 
western jeans! 
■ W Reg. $13 
The ones you want with straight 'egs and 5 pockets' 
Terrific colors in carefree poly/cotton 5 to 13.' 
0|*m Mon.-Sat. 10 til 9. Sun 1 30 til 5 30 
University 
Shopping 
Center 1 britts 
tm 
(With Coupon) 
OFFER  EXPIRES: 
Sept. 20, 1979 
for a ftroat tasting — I 
Good in Richmond & Berea 
tm 4 Toco's *|00 with coupon 
Expires Sept. 20. 1979 
TACO: A crisp fried corn tortilla rilled 
with taco meat, garnished with ched 
dar cheese, crisp lettuce, tomato and 
your choice of four different sauces.    i_imj| | j 
Good in Richmond & Berea P«»UIJ 
America's 
favorite dru/e- in 
613 BIG HILL 
AVENUE 
You'll like our 
something for 
everybody menu. 
Service with 
the speed of 
sound. 
PavJ*6/Vol. 58/No. 4 
Tha Eaatarn PiojrBi 
Thuraday. Saplambar 13. 1*7» 
Graybar interviews Mountbatten 
prior to assassination 
« ar$. £>avfc< 7W/er cnn  ■■■- '      • • 
By ROBIN PATER 
News Editor 
Dr. Lloyd Graybar, history professor 
here, had no premonitions of what the 
future held as he trekked to Great 
Britain during the summer to interview 
the last of the most illustrious leaders of 
World War II - England's Lord LouU 
Mountbatten. 
What Graybar could not forsee was 
the senseless murder of Mountbatten, 
who fell victim to the Irish Republican 
Army (IRA) last week when his Ashing 
boat was blown up as it made it's way 
through the Irish waters of Donegal 
Bay. 
"He was very pleasant to talk to," 
commented Graybar about the 79-year- 
old Lord who served as the Supreme 
Allied Commander in Southeast Asia 
during WW II. "It's always very 
shocking to hear of an assassination," 
he added. 
Graybar's visit to see Mountbatten 
was not that of chance, but rather one 
that was well-planned 
"I was in London for two weeks to do 
research on British Naval records 
having to do with World War II," ex- 
plained Graybar. "I had written to 
some people who had done research in 
that  area   already  and  asked  other 
people for suggestions." 
Graybar's friends suggested that he 
"by all means" should see Mount 
batten-that he was willing and 
cooperative to talk with. 
"I wrote him a letter from here," said 
Graybar. 
On June 15, Graybar met with 
Mountbatten at his London apartment. 
"He said it was very infrequent that 
he went there...that he preferred his 
country home," Graybar replied. "He 
was pretty busy, I think," he said of his 
one-hour interview. 
Graybar's time spent with Mount- 
batten mainly dealt with "his personal 
contacts during World War II." 
Mountbatten talked while Graybar 
listened intently and took down his 
words with pen and note pad. 
"The admiral I was asking him about 
was an American admiral named 
Ernest King," told Graybar. Mount- 
batten used a "couple of incidents" to 
relate to Graybar about his con- 
frontations with King. 
Graybar, who has written one article 
about King that was published in Naval 
War College Review, is planning to use 
Mountbatten's comments about King in 
an article which will focus on 
American English   strategy   in   the 
Mediterranean during World War II in 
the year 1943. 
"In the long run, I'm working on a 
book about King," Graybar remarked. 
"I still have to do more research...get 
more of an idea about problems naval 
leaders faced," he said 
The National Archives in 
Washington. DC. has been the site of 
most of Graybar's past research, which 
he has been conducting a few weeks 
every year for the past five years on the 
World War II topics. 
"Previously, I'd interviewed some 
retired American admirals...about a 
dozen," Graybar claimed. "Most of 
them were commanders in World War 
II. What was unique about Mount- 
batten," Graybar found, was that "he 
was quite young when he held high 
command in or 15 years younger than 
many people from that time did. His 
first most important position was Chief 
of Combined Operations," Graybar 
added about Mountbatten. _ 
While Mountbatten's knowledge of 
World War II served Graybar's purpose 
for his research, certainly the visit 
alone with one of the most notable and 
respected leaders in England will 
remain in Graybar's memory for the 
rest of his life. 
'WHAT?')      ^Zmt1f& 
Eclipse's beat rocks Richmond 
By JANETJACOBS 
City Editor 
Anyone heading towards the center of 
Richmond last Thursday between 5 and 
7 pm. would have been welcomed by 
the loud, rockin' beat of a band called 
Eclipse 
A WKQQ-FM radio vail and several 
staff members marked the site of the 
outdoor concert Performing atop a 
platform erected on the corner of First 
St., six musicians pounded out song 
after song for what Richie Thurman. 
co-op advertising coordinator of 
WKQQ. called "Party-down down- 
town." 
The music of Eclipse kicked off 
"Sidewalk Days" which was scheduled 
for Thursday. Sept 6 through Saturday, 
Sept  8 in downtown Richmond 
Sid walk Days and the outdoor concert 
were sponsored by WKQQ and Rich- 
mond's Downtown Merchants 
Association in appreciation of the 
students, according to Thurman. 
Q-Bird greeted those who came out 
with   handshakes,    hugs   and   other 
strange gestures His feet took to the 
paved dance floor in response to the 
progressive rock and roll of Eclipse. 
Tables displaying a wide variety of 
goods stood out on the sidewalk in front 
of stores participating in this event. 
Though there were several students 
at the concert, many local residents of 
all ages attended the performance. 
Members of Eclipse included: 
Tommy Roddy  lead singer. Greg Hood 
guitar. Eddie Hyatt - drum. Terry 
Williamson guitar. Tim Cox - base and 
Gwen Roddy - synthesizer. 
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Event 
juiced up 
by melons 
By DONNA BUNCH 
Organizations Kditor 
lt only happens once a year. 
Girls practice seed spitting and 
wolfing down food 
They Ret ready to pass greased 
watermelons and search through 
haystacks. 
These girls are preparing for Lamb- 
da Chi Alpha's third annual Water- 
melon Bust 
On Thursday. Sept Mat 4 p m , 500 to 
600 girls will meet at the field behind 
Palmer Mall to participate in five 
watermelon-related events 
Deadline for signing up for the teams 
is Friday. Sept 14 The entrance fee is 
$10 
According to Bill Earnest. chairman 
for the bust, this event is different from 
other (ireek-sponsored events because 
it is designed to include independents 
"It brings the Greek system and the 
independents together." said Earnest. 
"The teams are made up of all the girls 
on campus 
This year should prove to be the best 
ever said Earnest He explained that 
lambda (hi started planning for the 
event in May 
In addition to the contests. Lambda 
(hi is sponsoring a dance and selling 
tee-shirts 
The queen of the Watermelon Butt 
and her two runners-up will be 
presented at the dance which will be 
held in Keen Johnson ballroom from 
M :» p m   to 12 midnight 
Each of the 50 to 80 teams in the 
contests can sponsor a queen can- 
didate 
Tee-shirts will be sold in the grill 
lobby tomorrow and Sept 17-19 for 
$3 75 
Earnest encouraged people to par- 
ticipate as spectators 
"It's always fun," said Earnest 
before he grinned and added "Having 
to pick up the watermelon seeds af- 
terward isn't as much fun though " 
Classics featured in 
fashion show 
By STEVE LYONS 
Stan Writer 
The Panhellenic Fall Fashion Review 
was reminiscent of the past. 
The rich, earthy colors and materials 
of tweed with suede patches, ac- 
cessories of hats, dutch bags and 
overcoats promised the spectators a 
taste of the classics in fall clothing. 
I-ncal area stores showed off their 
new fall arrivals with 51 outfits ranging 
from the classics to westerns to wed- 
ding gowns. 
Hair salons from the area lucked off 
the event with 45 minutes of various 
make-up techniques, hair sculpturing 
and the latest in hair designs for 
evening as well as everyday wear. 
Keen Johnson ballroom was the scene 
of the first annual Panhellenic  Fall 
Fashion Review, Wednesday, Sept. 5. 
directed by Sharon Stevens, 
Panhellenic advisor. 
"The show went very well. The 
merchants were especially helpful and 
courteous in pitching in to make the 
event a success," said Stevens. 
"The models were very cooperative 
which is the whole backbone of the 
operation," Stevens explained. "I'd like 
to thank everyone who participated and 
was so cooperative." 
Jett and Hall. Inc. displayed the new 
western - dressed - up - look for fall with 
heavy denim jeans, Frye boots and 
none other than the original Stetson 
cowboy hat. 
Anita's Bridal Boutique donned their 
models with cocktail gowns and wed- 
ding dresses with frilly white lace and 
long, flowing trains. 
Rozen's designer clothes of HaUton 
and Yves St. Laurent' depicted the 
more classic look in the tweeds and 
more classical look that Is sweeping the 
country and the shows In New York. 
The most popular colors for fall are 
the earthy tones of browns, beiges, 
grays, blacks and the newest most 
innovative of fall colors - wine and 
burgundy. 
The materials ranged from slinky 
silks and satins to rough, stylish 
tweeds These materials patterned in 
tailored lines to accentuate the 
shoulders and body lines were the main 
focus of the show 
The proceeds went to Panhellenic to 
help finance a trip to their area con- 
vention in Florida. 
Religious groups experience 
growth 
Karen Newcombe. senior, modeled the newest in fall fashions at the 
l';inhellenic Fall Fashion Show last Wednesday The show featured casual wear 
for campus in addition to bridal, evening and sportswear Fashions were 
provided by local merchants   i photo h\ S»r\e Hrown) 
Bv DEAN HOLT 
Staff Writer 
"There is a difference in the per- 
ception of religious needs today as 
opposed to 10 years ago People are 
tending to relate on a social basis more, 
in intramural*, as an example." said 
Father Ronald Ketteler of the Catholic 
Newman Center and St Stephen 
Parish 
The various student religious 
organizations associated with this 
center and other groups throughout the 
campus have experienced growth in the 
uumbers of students involved. 
Mama Edwards of the Christian 
student Fellowship said her group 
experienced a 5-15 person increase last 
year and are expecting 10-15 more 
active participants before the end of the 
year 
Currently the group has from 25-30 
people, but the group is not primarily 
concerned with the number of students 
involved but with the quality of the 
students attracted by the group, ac- 
cording to Edwards. 
"I think that they feel a need to know 
that there are people who really care 
and in religious groups, there is a 
special concern expressed for the 
members along with their offering 
fellowship and activities." Edwards 
said 
There   are   eight    or    nine   formal 
religious organizations registered with 
the    I'niversity.    according    to    Skip 
I laugherty    director   of   Student   Ac 
tivities and Organizations 
In addition to these groups, there are 
about six Bible study groups which 
meet occasionally 
Daugherty commented that perhaps 
the little to none pressure of religious 
organizations to join their ranks en- 
courages more people to become in- 
volved with the groups 
Ketteler said that such activities as 
intramural sports and programs, which 
are offered by several of the groups in 
special interest areas, may help 
Currently the organizations rely upon 
religious preference cards primarily 
for obtaining the names of students 
affiliated with certain religions who are 
planning on attending the university 
ketteler said that during the past few 
years st udents have been coming to the 
I'niversity with a different mental 
attitude 
"It's very noticeable that up 
perclassmen are becoming in- 
creasingly involved. I think that is 
significant." he stated He added that 
generally the upperclassmen are more 
stable in their life plans than are 
younger students just entering college 
"I think that the organizations give 
the individual a sense of belonging, of 
being affirmed as a person, of being 
valued and of serving." he concluded 
[Special 
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Campus after 4:00 
mr any order over 
- *2.00 
$000 2 
$185 
Plain or Mast Sauce 
1 
Andy's 
Pizza Palace 
Mon. thru Fri. 
11a.m. xi 3p.m. 
Eastern ByPass 
623-5400 
IS FOR YOU! 
We understand 
that students encounter check cashing difficulties, 
so we have installed a 24 hour INITANT TULIP) 
on campus for your banking convenience. You can make 
deposits to, or withdraw from your ITITI I ANN AMI 
TRIIT CIMPANY checking account during your "banking 
hours" whenever they maybe.    For more information, 
call 623-2884 or visit one of our three banking locations. 
Main Street    Big Hil Awe.    Eastern By-Pass 
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THE HUNT 
IS ON. 
- 
Try Fish N' Chips, 
or the Fish Dinner, ex Boiled Shrimp, 
or Fried Shrimp or Chicken 
Filet Dinner onry at Captain D's.., 
that great little seafood place. 
DOES 
THE DORM 
CAFETERIA'S 
CUISINE 
LEAVE 
SOMETHING 
TORE 
DESIRED? 
Captain D's. U.S. 25 South 
(across from Lowe's) 
Professional 
Contact Lens 
"Downtown" 
228 West Main Street 
623-3367 
Eye Examination and Glasses 
In Same Office 
All Types of Contact Lens 
Available 
ALL WORK DONE BY 
PROFESSIONALS 
Services 
I 
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Pap 7/Voi. WHO. 4 
Tb. E»um P-o|« 
Thunday. UHmlm 13. 1171 
Colonels take on 
Troy Saturday 
Compiled Ky    NANCY SPENCER 
T«»I1AY. SEPT. 13 
10 a m - BKU - CIA Organizations 
Day. Powell Meditation Square. 
lpm- Distribution of financial aid 
checks. Brock Auditorium 
3 p m ""»- Political Science Hound 
Table meeting. Jaggers Room. 
5:30 p.m -■ Core meeting. Newman 
Center 
5:30 p in -• Sign language Team. 
Baptist Student Center 
•7 p.m - Spanish Club meeting. 
Cammack 207 
7 p.m - Inter Varsity Christian 
Fellowship meeting. Wallace 344. 
8 p.m.      Pep rally. Ravine 
8 p.m. - Council on Ministry. United 
Methodist Campus Center 
FRIDAY. SEPT. 14 
7 pm - Square dance. Mule Bam. 
I'nited Methodist Campus Center 
7 p.m - Women's Volleyball vs 
Kentucky, home 
SATIKDAY. SEPT. IS 
II a m - Women's Cross Country, 
home 
II    am Women's    Tennis    vs. 
Uiuisville. away. 
lpm - Women's Field Hockey vs 
Miami, home. 
2 p.m. -- Colonels vs. Troy State, 
home 
SUNDAY. SEPT. 16 
»:30 a'm - Celebration Service. 
I'nited Methodist Campus Center 
l:30p m - leadership Wprkshop for 
Women's Hall Council Members and 
Women's Interdorm members, Jaggers 
Room 
3pm - Picnic and Softball game for 
accounting students and faculty. City 
Park 
5:30 p.m - Sunday Mass. Newman 
Center 
6pm -• Potluck dinner. First United 
Methodist Church 
-     MONDAY. SEPT. 17 
4:30 p m •• Council. Baptist Student 
< 'enter 
4 45 p m ■- Student Council for Ex- 
ceptional Children meeting. Herndon 
lounge 
6 |i in - Monday night meal and 
Faculty Night. United Methodist 
Campus ('enter 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Hour. United 
Methodist Campus Center 
7 30 p m - Drama Team. Baptist 
Student Center 
8pm - Charles Duncan, classical 
guitarist, free in Brock Auditorium 
TUESDAY. KPT. 18 
7:14 am -- Prayer Breakfast, United 
Methodist Campus Center 
4:30 pm - Society for the Ad- 
vancement of Management, Combs 108. 
6 p.m - Multi-media team. Baptist 
Student Center 
6:30 pm - Catholic Belief and 
Practices, Newman Center. 
7 p.m Bible study. United 
Methodist Campus Center. 
WEDNESDAY. SEPT. I» 
6 p.m - Nursing Home Visitation. 
Baptist Student Center 
7pm - Fellowship Hour. United 
Methodist Carrtpus Center. 
7pm - Women's Volleyball vs. 
Marshall at home 
7 pm - Puppet Team, Baptist 
Student Center 
B:30 p m - Discovery, Baptist 
Student (enter 
Hold the line 
I..I,.,.,,,., ,ls isn't JUKI soflhall. basketball and track   l-ast     tattle "f ttiB-o war at the intramural fields  -photo h> Connie 
IIII-MIJIX   tcveral University men turned out for a friendly     I angle* I 
Eta Sigma Gamma receives 
chapter-of-the-year award 
Club Corner 
i in> I itiversiiy s Beta Chapter«f Eta 
•MMII.I  iSanuiKi.   a   national   science 
S.H iH\   will receive HN- che- 
the tear award OH  Ijlal the 
•4«n l\ •. aiililltll MiiH'tmi! in San Diego. 
• :ilit 
IN- nwiinl "ill \<r dir I lie chapter's 
n.i! .•!  i>i..i'i~iin>.      i-entered  anaind 
•rivu-e !■• ihr |M'iiti-ssimi and KM"." 
i•!   Mini,! i'ii'«ii|iMni. facultyspnnsor, 
.n.i 
llirini; IIH1 year, under President 
t isiilii White. l.iMiisville. the chapter 
sptHHUHCd .i   lecltire series  on  health 
srieiMi1 .Hid an al<-ohol education 
program involving the University 
oiticc   ill    Student     Vffalrs    JIIMI    the 
Kentuck) Alcuholisin Cinmission lor 
planning staff training Also, the 
chapter  distributed   M-   hriK-hure  <m 
• MCOIMII IIIHI Wiiineii"  to all resident 
rueils / 
Tlie    14 chapter   sneiety   will   also 
inisini $|<NI in tin- University chapter 
,il Ihe San Incu" meeting Eta Sigma 
liiiiiimn'K |HirpiRO is to "elevate the 
standards ideals and competencies "f 
professional!) I mined persons in the 
discipline    o|     health     science."     l>r 
ThoniiKtin S.IHI 
SAE County Fair 
Bvl.lSATROUTMAN 
Staff Writer 
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
iSAKl started off their 10th annual 
county fair yesterday with an All Greek 
mixer The main activities of the fair 
begin at 2 p.m tomorrow at Palmer 
Field 
Fair activities include contests of 
checkers, horse shoes, old fashioned 
cigarette rolling, stilt walking and cider 
chugging There will even be an egg 
loss and a game of egg in your beer 
iHie contest will involve a large ap- 
petite for Wendy's double hamburgers! 
According to Bill Decker, president of 
SAE, the county fair was started by a 
local fraternity. Beta Gamma. 
In 1971. they petitioned for a national 
charter and in 1973 they became Sigma 
Alpha  Epsilon 
The county fair has been held every' 
year since iww 
Spanish club 
meets 
The Spanish club will meet tonight at 
7 p.m. in Cammack 207. All those in- 
terested in the Hispanic language are 
invited to attend 
Judo offered 
The Judo Club will offer beginners' 
classes starting Wednesday, Sept. 17 
from 7 to 9 p.m and on the following 
Mondays and Wednesdays. They will 
meet in the wrestling room of Alumni 
Coliseum ; 
Round table 
There will bea political science round 
table on Sept 13 at 3 p.m. in the Jaggers 
Koom of the Powell Building. 
I'rofessors Heberle. Vance, and Agger 
will discuss the topic "What is Political 
Science Anyway?" All political science 
majors are urged to attend 
Exchange classified Ads 
Fast/Free Delivery 
624^2424 SSi^ES.' 
Arc hies Upper Crust 
26J East Mam Street 
Richmond Kentucky 
99 
WELCOME STUDENTS!" 
Football Fever-After The Game 
Come To Richmond's Newest 
"The Donut Shop 
139D KILLARNEY LANE 
(OFF EASTERN BY-PASS) 
NEAR HOLIDAY INN 
Fresh Made Each Morning 
Special Orders By Reservation 
SHOP HOURS 
Monday - Sunday 
6 A.M. - 7 P.M. 
7 DAYS PER WEEK 
britts sept, sale daysJ 
12-kt. gold-filled 
pierced earrings, 
7" bracelets & 
16", 20" or 24" 
necklaces! 
your choice 
4.99 
britts 
•: W-, 
I 
Open Monday-Saturday 10 til 9 Sunday 1:30 to 5:30 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 
• Deviled Crab 
•Stuffed Rounder 
•King Crab Legs 
•Lobster Tails 
•Fresh Shrimp 
•Fresh Oysters 
•Fresh Scallops 
•Fresh Rounder 
•Plus Others* 
We accept Food Stemps 
FISH CLEANED WHILE 
YOU WAIT. 
RICHMOND 
SEAFOOD 
MARKET, INC 
One Block East 
of the Irongate 
139 Holy St. 
623-0988 
WANNA 
MAKE A PAST BUCK? 
Buy any four Mead products 
marked "Buck Back." And Mead 
will give you a buck back. 
IV s Just one way Mead 
helps you buck the system. 
ftO 
prr- 
D3*l. a 
See details on specially marked "Buck Back" products 
fTfeodQ-xrHJcXs 
Courthouse Plaza. Northeast. Dayton, Ohio 48463 
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Sports 
Colonels down Flashes 
17-14 in defensive battle 
RyTOMPINCKLEY 
Staff Writer 
Coach Roy Kidd s Colonels opened 
Ihe 1979 season with a 17-14 victory over 
Kent Slate of the Mid American Con- 
ference 
Defense dominated the game and 
turnovers were plentiful The two 
learns had a total of eight turnovers, 
four of which were interceptions thrown 
hy the KSl' quarterbacks Jeff Morrow 
was intercepted three times while Keith 
Klam had his only attempt picked off by 
Hob Mclntyre 
The Colonel offense only turned the 
hall over twice as Rill Hughes was 
intercepted once and Kent State 
recovered the Colonels'  only  fumble 
The defenses were obviously present 
in the first half with the score standing 
73 in favor of Kent Slate at the in- 
termission The Golden Flashes got on 
the board first as Morrow ran the ball in 
from one yard out Following the extra 
point by John Kenneweg. Kent State led 
7-ti 
With 5:05 left in the first half the 
Colonels got on the board with a 26-yard 
field goal h> David Klores The halt 
probably would have ended tied at 7-7 
had it not been for a costly holding 
penalty on the Colonels when they had 
the bail first and goal at the KSU 2-yard 
line Instead, they had to settle for the 
Klores field goal 
At the end of the first half. Kent Slate 
led in total yardage 103-91 but the 
< olonels had the edge in first downs 7-3 
The Golden Flash defense held fullback 
Dale Palton to 26 yards on six carries 
Hughes completed five of ten passes in 
the first half for a total of 42 yards The 
first half for Kent State's offense was 
highlighted by Morrow's passing for a 
total of 62 yards 
The Colonels took the opening kickoff 
in the second half and marched 64 
\ards lo score The drive, which took 
seven plays, ended with a 1-yard run by 
I'atlon Flores added the extra point 
and the Colonels led 10-7 Neither team 
could accomplish much during Ihe 
remainder of the period and the third 
quarter ended with Ihe Colonels still in 
front 
The final quarter was easily the most 
interesting of the game It began much 
the same way as did the third with the 
Colonels once again sustaining a long 
drive This lime they went 58 yards in 
eleven plays and scored on a 2-yard run 
by Patton Flores once again connected 
on his point-after attempt and Eastern 
led 17-7 
However, this lead was not as safe as 
it seemed because on Ihe ensuing 
kickoff Norman Warren of Kent State 
returned the ball 100 yards for a touch- 
down and a new Kent Stale school 
record After Kenneweg kicked the 
extra point the Golden Flashes had 
pulled lo within three points 
Pep rally tonight 
\ banner contest and a speech by 
head football coach Roy Kidd will 
highlight tonight's pep rally in Ihe 
ravine • 
The rally precedes the first home- 
limihall game and will feature Coach 
Kidd and Ihe 1979 Colonels 
The'activities begin at 6 15 p m with 
'he pep band providing the music The 
cheerleaders will start livening things 
up at 6:30 p m as the band plays the 
light song 
Skip Daugherty. Director of Student 
Activities, will introduce coach Kidd at 
about 6:46 pm After Coach Kidd 
speaks. Daugherty will present the 
awards for the best banner 
The rally is sponsored by the 
cheerleaders, the pep band and the 
Office of Student Activities 
The excitement did not end there 
because with time running out Kent 
Stale managed to work its way down to 
the Colonel 7-yard line. On first-and- 
goal. JC Stafford of KSU was caught 
behind Ihe line for a loaa of one. Kent 
Stale called timeout and on second-and- 
goal from the eight Morrow missed 
Mike Moore on a pass into the endzone 
On third-and-goal Morrow couldn't find 
anyone lo throw to and took off running. 
KSU was caught clipping on the play 
and lost yardage all the way back to the 
35 On third-and-goal Morrow's paaa 
into the end zone was incomplete and 
the clock ran out. 
The Colonels led in most of the im- 
portant offensive categories in the final 
stats, including first downs-*44 - 11), 
vards passing 1114-66) and total yar- 
dage 1236-233) Kent State had the edge 
in rushing yardage 135-124. 
This week the Colonels will have 
their first home game of the year. The 
opponent will be Troy State and it will 
be Parents' Day Parents will be 
coming to enjoy a good football game 
and visit their sons and daughters 
Open House will he held in some of the 
dormitories. 
Eastern 0 3 7 7 - 17 
Kent State 0 7 0 7-14 
KSU - Morrow I  run (Kenneweg 
kick) 
EKU -- FG Flores 26 
EKU - Patton I run (Flores kick) 
EKU - Pation 2 run (Flores kick) 
KSU -- Warren 100 kickoff return 
(Kenneweg kick) 
- 11,045 
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS 
Rushing -- Easiern, Palton 19-84, 
Braxion 13-42 Elc. Kent Slate, 
Stafford 15-51, Bouldin 11-34. 
Passing -- Easiern, Hughes 8-18-1- 
114. Keni Slate, Morrow 6-15-3-98, 
Elam 0-1-1-0. 
Receiving - Eastern, Booze 4-63, 
Greene 1-33, Etc. Kent Slate, Moore 
1-49. Brown 2-30, Etc. ' 
Rugged as the wilderness 
they were born 
to wander 
MM: 
02C8/.   ••■ 
Gold Pigs*ir   wate' 
'eoene' t 
Goocfyear *e» 
constructor 
• Mer,'s ana Women s 
sizes 
'+*3NM Wolverine 
But inside     leather lined 
insulation and deep cushioned 
comfort 
iinam a s*aea 
ao I mtm ui;m 
Free Delivery 623-7752   &l°™ 
Water St. across from the Family Dog 
%J/\V Parents 
Day Special! 
Friday & Saturday 
Talk about a special has 
Joe's got one for you. 
Mom & Dad can enjoy a 
DEEP DISH PIZZA, with all 
the toppings at a  Special 
Price. 
On Any Large 
Specials *200 Off 
Our Specials Price 
(With Coupon) 
Sun.   1 p.m. - iMto    Men. • Wjaj   // p.m. - / §j»..     Tim*.    Sat. 11 p.m.    2 am 
arents 
Day 
Special 
Friday & Sat. 
Talk about a special 
has Joe's got one for 
you. Mom & Dad can 
enjoy a DEEP DISH 
PIZZA, with all the 
toppings at a Special 
Price. 
On Any Large 
Special, »200 OFF 
Our Specials Price 
(with Coupon) 
Monday Night 
Buffet $309 
te- 
An unidentified Kent State runner goes down  amid the 
defensive pursuit of Joe Richard '61) and Fred Griffin c65. 
partially hidden)   The defense was the high point of the 
Colonels' 17-14 win over Kent Stale, (photo by Mike Vrsrtoi 
Colonels return to face Troy 
RyJKFF.SMII.EY 
Sports Editor 
Coming off a mistake-filled, but 
nevertheless exciting 17-14 win over 
Mid-American Conference foe Kent 
Stale, the Colonels return to open Ihe 
1979 home football schedule against 
Division II power Troy Slate 
The Trojans are smarting from a 7-6 
defeat at the hands of Texas A & I The 
fact lhal they were turned away twice 
al the Texas A & I goal line makes the 
opening loss that much harder to 
swallow. 
Charlie Mradshaw. former head 
coach at the University of Kentucky, 
will lead the preseason Gulf South 
Conference favorites lo met a revenge- 
inspired Colonel club The Trojans 
forged a 16-10 victory at Troy last year 
and many of Ihe Colonels haven't 
forgolten the treatment which they 
received 
"'Our kids remember some of the 
things thai went on down there last year 
and are looking forward to playing 
them again." said head coach Roy 
Kidd "This game Saturday should he 
one. hard-fought football game " 
The Troy offense should he a 
challenge for the Colonel defense, 
which for practical purposes did no! 
allow a score against Kent Stale 
Returning from fast year will be 
quarterback Kddie Rohrbaugh and all 
tJSC tailback Uoyd Grant, along with 
seven other starters 
Hob Mclntyre. Ihe Colonels' senior 
linebacker, will play a large part in 
slopping Ihe opponents Mclntyre was 
named Ihe Ohio Valley Conference 
I Wensive Player of the Week with 10 
tackles, six assists, a cause of a fumble, 
a pass interception and a deflected pass 
against Kent 
On the offensive side. Dale Pation 
resumed his 1978 team-leading rushing 
clip with 84 yards in 19 carries, while 
split end David Hooze caught four 
lasses for K3 yards despite playing with 
a broken wrist 
The   kickof      s   billed 
enSFa 
for 2 pm 
Saturday All stud raW re admitted 
free with a valid ID. but D. E. F. DD. 
KK and Hand sections are reserved, 
tieneral admission season tickets are 
available lo student spouses for $12 al 
the Athletic Ticket-Office. .  
L_ 
The Old Captain's Quarters 
& Pier 99 
Invites All EKU Students 
To Their 
2nd MACHO MANM 
'     CONTEST     I 
This Thursday Night H 
The Rules M 
1. Whatever you think may be the most macho it can be serious, funny, 
or just plain crazy. 
2. Open to all guys from 18 to 80 years. 
3. The contest will last 6 weeks, with a GRAND MACHO CONTEST 
The 7th Week 
4. The EKU GIRLS will be the Judges by Applause. 
Don't Forget You Can Macho From 
Woody Allen To Tarzan 
OPEN TO EVERYBODY 
Come on Guys, show us your most imagined Macho Image (large, small, fat, skinny, 
tall) and EKU Gals come on down and have a MACHO GOOD TIME judging your ' 
favorite Macko Man 
$25 Weekly Winner 
GRAND MACHO WINNER ■ An Expense Paid Vacation 
To Ettero Island Florida 
Macho Night This Thursday Night - Everyone Invited 
Pizza $2.50 Hotdof 50' & Refreshments 25* 
Minutes From EKU off I - 75 Open Till   1:00 am 
I 
**■ 
Peee 9/Vol. 5S/No. 4 
Th* Emm Pro*ree> 
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Basketball 
for Colonel 
dreams become football reality 
placekicker David Flores 
By BRIAN BLAIR 
Featares Editor 
David Flora' memory kicked itself 
into reverie, back to a time when 
boyhood dreamt are bom. He still 
remembers. 
"I wanted to play basketball," he 
said, his serious mood a stark contrast 
to the 'Tank McNamara" cartoon 
strips taped to the wall behind him. "I 
wanted to play for John Wooden at 
UCLA ever since I was in high school." 
However, you'll find no "I'd Rather 
He Dribbling" stickers within a long 
field goal of the 5-foot 9-inch Flores 
(pronounced Flor-reez). Basketball 
dreams have since given way to foot- 
ball reality at the University. 
It should be mentioned that it has 
been a reality sprinkled with a touch of 
fantasy. 
Last season, as the Colonels' kicking 
specialist, Flores kicked enough 
footballs through the goalposts to fill 
several end rones, not to mention a 
bundle of boyhood dreams. His SB-point 
kicking total of last fall set a school 
record 
Yet. like any other college student, 
Flores' weekday schedule was devoted 
to classes, with an emphasis in in- 
dustrial arts. On Saturdays, he kicked 
extra points. 
And they were good 
They came one right after another. 
Game after game. Week after week. 
The string of SO became an OVC record. 
The OVC record then became Flores' 
ticket to publicity "I thought it (the 
publicity) was great The papers 
covered Pete Rose's streak and made a 
big thing out of it And then they made 
something out of this." he said 
But it would be inaccurate to say that 
David Flores' road to the record book 
was paved with cheering crowds and 
sports page headlines. Even if boyhood 
dreams could have made it so. it's 
doubtful that he would have wanted it 
that way. 
On any given day on the practice 
field, long after the other players have 
gone, it's a good bet that Flores will be 
there He'll have a small circle of 
footballs beside him 
And he will be practicing field goals 
and   extra   points.   One   right   after 
another. Again and again. 
"I think it helps me when I practice 
alone," he said. Still, he does admit to a 
slight feeling of loneliness. 
"Sometimes it is lonely," he stated 
"But I've got to look at the fact that 
what I do is solitary in itself. Once I get 
a good snap and the ball is down, it's all 
up to me." 
He says that's -the way it is with 
placekicking. Simple, honest, no frills. 
And that's the way it is with the 23-year- 
old Flores. 
He doesn't deal in nonsense. He 
doesn't even deal in dreams anymore, 
for that matter. 
"I think I'm a very realistic person. 
For instance, people tell me I'm going 
to get into the pros. But I don't know," 
he said   "I've got this year and I've got 
next year   If it happens, it happens  If it 
doesn't, well..Tve got my college 
degree." 
And that's about as close to 
philosophical as Flores will ever come 
According to Flores. handling 
pressure has to be one of the top 
priorities of a placekicker. He cites an 
example from last season's extra-point 
string. 
"The last week it sort of got to me. A 
professor even brought it up in class. I 
couldn't get away from it," he recalled 
It's easy for him to remember. The 
football which helped him break the 
conference record sits upon the dresser 
in his dorm room. 
And just behind it, a small white 
sheet of paper is attached to the mirror. 
In small blue lettering, it reads: 
"There is no more learning involved 
once you learn to kick. After you learn, 
it's simply a matter of handling 
pressure." 
The quote carries no credit line. The 
speaker could have easily been David 
Flora*. 
A weekend 
of football 
* 
Touchdown time Junior fullback Dale Patton takes the handoff from quar- terback Kill Hughes (background) and scores one of his two 
touchdowns in the Colonels' win   (photo by Mike Vescio) 
Students have so strongly develop- 
ed the habit of going home on 
weekends that many don't realize the 
enjoyable times that are available 
with a weekend following the 
Colonels. 
For about the same cost as one 
would spend on enough gasoline to 
get home and back, or the amount 
one would spend on two weekend 
nights downtown, I took, the 
opportunity to watch an exciting 
17-14 Colonel victory at Kent State. 
And let me tell you, 1 had one heck 
of a good time. 
Three friends and I departed from 
Richmond last Friday afternoon and 
rolled into Cincinnati in time to see 
the Reds take on the Los Angeles 
Dodgers. After a short night's sleep in 
nearby Ft. Wright, we completed the 
seven-hour journey to Kent on 
Saturday morning. 
The weather was perfect for 
watching a football game. The brisk 
wind and the damp air made the hot 
dogs and popcorn taste that much 
better, although stadium food can't 
compare to a bucket of chicken, or a 
submarine sandwich, or a sack of 
donuts which you can always take 
along. 
To me, the most interesting thing 
about traveling to away football 
games is getting the chance to flbserve 
the mannerisms of people of different 
geographical regions of the country. 
For example, the people around Kent 
State all live in a highly industrial area 
and are vastly different from the 
people of Richmond and rural 
Madison County. 
It's   also   interesting   to   see   the 
Colonels viewed as the enemies by the 
majority of the people at the game. 
Fans do help 
One thing is for certain: u loud 
group of fans does have an influence 
on the players. I don'l care what some 
athletes say about how ihc> shut mil 
everything else from their minii« and 
just concentrate on playing hall 
When thousands of noi«y people air 
screaming at the tops ol then limns it 
does make a difference In I'. 
outcome of the game. 
A case in point: when Kent Male 
'completed' the pass that set up thru 
first touchdown, a wave of dc)nlion 
seemed to sweep over the C oloncl 
bench. It would have been easy lor a 
team to give up at that point, but with 
the pack of supporters behind them, 
the Colonels came right back with a 
scoring drive of their own, and took 
the lead for good in the second half. 
After Colonel victories, the cele- 
bration parties are sometimes the best 
parties to be found anywhere. Usually 
wins over Western or Morehead art- 
causes for the biggest bashes, but for 
this past weekend the win over Kent 
State did just fine. 
The Colonels have 10 more games 
left in the season, and four of these 
are on the road. Assuming that 
everybody makes the home contests, I 
would encourage you to try to travel 
to as many away games as possible. 
It's not loo hard on the budget when 
you travel in numbers, the action is a 
lot more exciting than the campus on 
the weekend. And. above all. you'll 
be supporting the Colonels. 
FooiBdllVontest 
263 E. MAIN ST. 
624-2424 
We Deliver Past & Free 
Family 
I    iLamar at Wtittm I   I 
1st Place 
•25 
Gift Certificate 
from £*itt& 
Big Hill Ave 
Charley's Car Wash      ^ 
• Student Special 
Car Wash w, H«« STANDARD GAS & 
a*»     ^m      e— ^V     Accept most Major Credit Cards 
With Thit Coupon 
I    1 Cameron Slat* at Tannaaaaa Tach I    I J 
Dog 
Water Street 
Under The Dog KCSatlirailt 
2nd Place 
'10 Gift Certificates 
from Winneckes& 
Doug's Mens Wear No. 2 
3rd Place 
'10 Dollars 
- 
I Mo-ehead at Kantuchy St. I    I 
Open 10 a.m.   9 p.m. 
COLONEL CLUB MEMBER 
"Only The Look Is Expensive" 
Lower Level 
BOUTIQUE 
University Shopping Center 
- 
• 
CONTEST RULES 
613 
Big 
Hill 
Ava 
III   III N.|   I | Nl * N 
>jrrieiica!sfcavorire drive-in 
I    I Kant Stata at Akron I    I 
(BEGLEY'Sli) 
V DRUG     STORES ^3     J^ 
Richmond Plaza Shopping Conter  623-5811 
University Shopping Center   623-7325 
I   I SE Louisiana at Murray I 
1. To enter the contest, contestants may either use this ad or an identical contest 
page obtained at no charge, at the Eastern Progress office 4th floor Jones 
Building 
2. Entries must be postmarked no later than 5:00 p.m. each Friday or delivered 
to the Progress office 4th floor Jones Building. All entries mailed must be 
mailed to Eastern Progreas 4th Floor Jones Building. Eastern Kentucky 
University. Richmond. Ky. 40475. 
3. Winners will be notified by telephone. Winners names will be published each 
week. 
4 Name, address and telephone number must beon each entry. Mall entire ad. 
5. The decision of the Judges each week will be final. 
6 Pick the winner and estimate score of the tie-breaker game. It could mean 
your winning or losing. 
TIEBREAKER 
EASTERN 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 
Open Monday • Saturday 10 til 9 Sunday 1:30-5:30 
1   1 Notre Dame at Michigan I   I     
T 
SUB CENTER 
Serving outrageous sandwiches 
Watt Main & 3rd 
jKFree Delivery ■■ 624-2' 
I   | Middle Tenneaeee at UT4«ertin I    1 
Wins by 
Loses by 
Boug 0 MttXBWtut 5fa- 2 
Lower Level of the University Shopping Center... 
For The Most Fashionable Clothing Around 
COLONEL CLUB MEMBER 
Points Against 
Troy State 
Name 1 Purdue at UCLA I    I 
Address. 
Phone. 
Pick a winner in each ad and choose the tiebreaker. 
Bob Roberts 
Genoa! Agent 
623-7684 
I    I Ohio State at Minnesota I 
GJlegeMaster^ 
Fidelity  Union Life 
< \ fc 
^^^^^WffW^W!^^^^^^^^^"" mmmmmmmmm 
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Netters 
split 
first two 
\ 
lu MOM* \ KKIKKK 
Slaff Urilrr 
Trs" women s \<>l|pyhall learn opened 
its season lasl hiida> mt>ht. losing lo 
Miami I mversiiy H 15. 8-15, 9-15. hul 
rnme hack nn Monday lo heal 
I niNorsily "I Louisville 15-7. 13-15. 10- 
IS l5 K IS 12. m a match which lasted 
two and one tin If hours ^ 
"Vie d»l several things really well 
auainsl Miami." comnienled head 
.oacli cirri I'olvino "The defensive 
io\eraue was a problem in covering the 
I'll--peed Inl and people ir.unK '<> 
iimipensillc1 lor oihcrs which you 
.an'' (iii 
siiitislically. the leam did well. 
iiavini; 42 iH-rcenl ill iheir serves in. 
|iiissinu ai >8 percenl. spiking at 53 
IHTcenl   and blocking at ."►) percenl 
milslaiKiint!    players   for    Kastern 
were    Sanc>     sioeckle.    who   did   a 
Mipcih jnhnl Mocking and attacking." 
.icciH'dlllg lo I'olvino and Ka>   Mieger 
ulm had a maid attacking game 
I mversity "I Louisville has really 
unproved over I he last >ear which will 
I' .ike i.ii a stronger conference." said 
I'olvino after Monday night's win over 
lie i ardnuils 
i nn defensive coverage was much 
lieller and "UP-lrcshmen really did well 
in Hie ill at eh?"  she added 
Kresliman .loan Messerknechl 
-larled at the setting position and did 
\rr\ well." as did I N-anne Madden who 
Inl ,i Hood |nli ni iilnckmt! and attacking 
.<nd l.'.imnna Mctiovern who gol dif 
I null M'ls and turned them into good 
■ iis  accirding lo llilvinn 
s. ninr-eiier \.im> Wingate ran the 
ii iddlc attack and gave Ihe leam   its 
■ niiii-niuni      -he added 
I In-   rallies   were  really    long  and 
•I  iimTsitx   n|   Louisville   had   a   super 
post with AIAW 
Ann I'hlir. co chariman of the 
physical education department at the 
I'niversity until her resignation this 
summer, has assumed the position of 
Executive Director of the Association 
of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women 
(AIAW i in Washington, DC. Uhlir. who 
had been an administrator with the 
physical education department for 14 
years, assumed her new duties with 
AIAW on Aug   20 
Selected by a committee of six. Uhlir 
is contracted for the job for a period of 
one year and has previously served on 
Runners third In opener 
Despite the first-place finish of Sue 
Srhaefer. the women's cross-country 
leam stumbled loa third-place finish in 
a triangular meet at Arlington Golf 
<'nurse 
Mnrehead won the meet with 34 
points, followed by Murray with 39 and 
the Colonels with 56 
Schaefer finished nearly a full minute 
ahead of Morehead's Diane Long, who 
placed second and Colonel Paula 
Castnn completed the 5.000 meter 
course in fifth place 
After    those   two.    however,   the 
LAST WEEK S RESULTS 
Football I ill games Sept 81 
EKU 17. Kent Slat* 14 
Other Game* 
Taaaa A b I 7, Troy Stale 6 
UT Chattanooga 41, Western Ky. 28 
Western Carolina 24. Tennessee Tech 7 
Ausim Peay 34. UT Martin 7 
North Alabama 20. Middle Tennessee 17 
Murray St  24. Evantville 14 
Jackson St  27. Tennessee St  21 
Itrenda Magee. a junior from Lancaster. O . blocks a Miami shot in last 
Knday's :t-o loss The Colonels came back Monday night to take a 3-2 win at the 
I m\crsilv  ot  l^iuisville    i photo by Steve Brown' 
crowd   w hull   made   lor   an   exciting 
match     remarked I'olvino 
The   i olonels   will   he   al    home   in 
VI en v el    i.vm   I'ridav    against   Ihe 
I in versify j)f Kentucky lady Cats 
li should lie a uood match." com 
menied I'olvino "Holh learns have 
power hitters 
Colonels could finish no higher than 
15th place Jean Strait. Iris Amos, and 
Terry Spears logged 15th. 17th and 18th 
respectively 
Head coach Sandy Martin wasn't too 
pessimistic about Ihe performance, 
since Ihe nuling was the first of the 
season for Ihe inexperienced team 
"Considering tiie amount of time we 
had to prepare and the difficulty of the 
course, we ran awfully well." Martin 
said, adding that the Arlington course 
"is one of the toughest five courses in 
the country." 
-Scoreboard- 
Woman's Cross Country 
Sept 8 Triangular Meet at Arlington 
Morehead 34. Murray 39. EKU 56 
Women's Volleyball 
Sept  7 at Weaver Hearth Building 
Miami del   EKU, 15 9, 15 6. 16 3 
Sept   10 at Louisville 
EKU del  U.ot L, 15 7. 13 15, 10 15  15 8, 
15 12 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Football 
Sept  15 Troy State at EKU. Hanger Field. 
2 p.tn 
OVC Standings 
Conference All Games 
Austin Peay 
Eastern 
Murray St 
Middle Tenn 
Tennessee Tech 
Western Ky 
Morehead St 
W 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Pis 
0 
0 
0 
■ o 
0 
0 
0 
Opp 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
w 
2 
1 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Pts.    Opp 
44        13 
17 
45 
17 
7 
28 
0 
14 
35 
20 
24 
41 
0 
AIAW committees which included 
chairing g 1975 workshop for ad- 
ministrators of women's athletics and a 
later committee on men's athletics. She 
was also a AIAW presidential candidate 
in 1977. She. along with over 100 other 
persons, applied for the executive 
director position this spring 
I 'hlir s role as co-chairman of the 
physical education department has 
been filled by Dr. Peggy Stranaland. 
who has been with the University for a 
number of years, women's athletic 
director Martha Mullins said 
Despite having injured her back 
while packing in her office at the 
I'niversity. Uhlir was present on 
schedule at a picnic held in her honor 
Approximately 200 people attended Ihe 
affair hosted by her colleagues and 
former students, during which Uhlir 
was named a Kentucky Colonel 
During her term as co-chairman, the 
women's department grew from a five 
person staff of 18 members. 
Other OVC Contests 
lallSept  151 
Middle Tenn  at UT Martin 
Lamar at Wettern Ky 
SE Louisiana at Murray 
•Cameron at Tennessee Tech 
Moreheed Si  at Kentucky St 
Women's Cross Country 
Sept  15 Murray, Tennessee Tech. Middle 
Tenn . and Vanderbilt at EKU. 11am 
Women's Tennis 
Sept   15 EKU at Louisville. 11 am 
Women's Field Hockey 
Sept   15 Miami at EKU. 1 p m 
Women s Volleyball 
Sept   14 University oj Kentucky at EKU. 7 
p m 
Sept   19 Marshall at EKU. 7pm 
We Have It All At Bonanza !! 
0O&SX .-- Steaks (13 different entrees) ^Sandwiches (beef/ham & cheese) 
■^ Salad Bar (at least 36 items to choose from) 
i' Chicken, Shrimp & Fish 
^ Live Entertainment (Alec & Diana 
perform for your pleasure 
^ Longer Hours 10:30a.m.-10:30p.m. { 
^ Free refills on all drinks 
except milk 
Stop By Before tSrAfter Eaitem By-Pass 
BONANZA 
SMALL b LARGE 
ANIMAL 
MEDICINE 
Nancy K. Finlay O.V.M. 
623-4732 
Third Street On Right 
Off Barnes Mil Rd. 
302 Longview Drive 
Jhi LiAfurm Church invites you to 
its Community in Worship 
t*j 
^unJauMorniriJS: 
Htwmdtaoox.m. 
&i wc/s*i.rn, 
tiL&yt\st$ikle nt (enter, RjcRmondy l\u. 
kj. *J        ' 
V 
w •\ -• 
* ,i ! »•• 
Looking for a place 
that you can count on? 
Bobby Jack's 
Style Shop 
No Appointment Necessary 
1507 EAST MAIN 
Bring in this ad 
for a free shampoo 
Tues.-Fri. 10-6 ; Sat. 8-12 
10% DISCOUNT 
To all EKU. students, faculty, employees with I.D. 
EKU. Appreciation Days Sept. 13th to 20th 
at DOUG'S MENSWEAR No. 2 U.S. Center 
WHAT IS DOUG'S 
JEANS       .   ■•:,•■>           « •   15" to 2400 
"CHIC" JEANS              ■■ " 22" 
PLEATED SLACKS           -•• 22" to 2500 
DRESS SLACKS 22s0 to 4000 
SPORT SHIRTS 900 to 2500 
SWEATERS & SWEATER SHIRTS 2000 to 3000 
DRESS SHIRTS  1 300 to 2000 
SUITS ■•            B.   n..iC       11500 to 19500 
LEATHER COATS 18000 to 26500 
SPORT COATS 5500 to 12000 
BELTS, TIES, SOCKS, BILLFOLDS, JEWELRY, 
COLOGNES, HATS, CAPS, MORK SUSPENDERS, 
AND LOTS MORE 
Garland Jett "£Z 
Downtown Richmond on Main Street Next to J. Suffers 
We're all 
wrapped up 
in sweaters 
The warm-up for 
fall starts here 
and now. When 
sweater weather 
hits, you can't do 
better than our 
collection of solid 
color classics, 
super stripes, 
thick cables! See 
it all in our 
fabulous 
collection of 
famous name 
styles. This year, 
it's the sweater, 
indoors and out! 
WHAT ELSE IS DOUG'S 
•Formal Wear Rental #VISA 
•Monograming #Mastercharge 
•Lay-A-Way ^Alterations 
•Gift Wrapping -Gift Certificates 
•  . . LOTMPS  THAT MA!  :     i I OOK Cil 
JVI   ■-.. . •   . ICI    r MA r VIA! f-EI RfA-1 
MAY WE HELP YOU? 
Soug'fi fJUnauiear ®o. Z 
^_ .II> i«i o - Phone- WWMH 
Monday - Thursday 8:30 - 5:30 
Friday - Saturday 8:30 - 7:00 
( 
Good 
Friday 
Only 
Students. Faculty 
Ptoaae preapnt your  Student or Faculty I D   Card 
GOOD FRIDAY 
SPECIALS 
"111 l   IAOIIS 
EA. 
PANTS, SPORT 
SWEATERS  COATS   89 H 
SKIRTS, " 
PLAIN DRESSES 
OR MEM'S & LADIES 
2 PIECE SUITS EA. 
SHIRTS 
LAUNDERED AND 
PRESSED TO 
PERFECTION 
ON HANGERS   OR FOLDED 
tflb One HOUR 
DRY CLeaneRs 
Shoppers Village 
Shopping Center 
or 
Main Street Location 
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Arts 
Unexpected sound from 
Cotton changes 
many opinions 
At Ihe sound lesi before their 
concert Tuesday night I got the 
distinct feeling Gene Cotton and his 
accompanying musicians were not at 
all what I had expected. 
I had listened to two early albums 
by the single Cotton and expected 
something almost soft, easy and very 
folk sounding. Surprise! 
the highlights of the concert would 
have certainly been a hit for Cotton, 
too. 
Slipping into a little of his past 
political songs he followed with 
"Like a Sunday in Salem," concern- 
ing Joe McCarthy and the turbulent 
events surrounding him in the late 
1940's.    The   lighting   during    this 
'...one wish for the world...Someday we 
might all learn to dance together*  
Cotton's style seems to have 
drastically changed especially, per- 
haps, since the addition of his band, 
American Aces. Don't get me wrong, 
the change is not bad-it's jusi a 
change, maybe even for the better. 
The American Aces are not only a 
variation to Cotton, they are a 
variation to each other. From their 
backgrounds to their style of dress 
they arc pointedly different people 
brought together to produce a unique 
sound. 
From a, tuba major who taught 
himself to play the piano to a former 
leader of an Ohio rock band, wearing 
everything from satin shirt and pants 
to jeans and knee boots to a 
semi-tailored suit the group presents a 
varied auditory and visual sensation. 
The first number by the group, a 
pulsing, driving type of sound, a 
model they seemed to follow for most 
of the rest of the show, was rewarded 
with a rousing round of applause 
from the surprised audience, many of 
whom, like me seemed to be expecting 
something quite diffexeqt. 
An excellent renAfrton of the 
popular, "Don't You Let My Heart 
Know You're Leaving" was well-re- 
ceived by the now-warm audience. 
Cotton followed the hit by another 
which he explained was on an early 
album of his but ABC, his recording 
studio at that lime, refused to let him 
release it as a single. It was released 
by another artist and became a big 
hit. "Let Your Love Flow," one of 
number was particularly effective, 
probably more so than at any other 
lime in the concert. 
"Ocean of Life"  a cut  from  his 
new album, "No Strings Attached," 
was   disappointing.   The   song   just 
seemed to lack the makings of a hit   performed sensitively and was one of 
and   caused   me   to   reconsider   my   the better numbers of the concert. 
dance together in this world." 
Cotton soloed for a while during 
which he did an adorable rendition of 
"What a Drag It is When You're 
Pushing Six." complete with a lisp 
and outstuck tongue. He also did a 
silly/sad monologue on his years 
growing up and child abuse and 
ended his single act with a song, 
entitled "The Young People," 
dedicated to his children which was 
very enjoyable. 
The only thing that saved the next 
number from being a very long and 
mostly boring edition of "All the 
Lonely People" was^a fantastic job 
on the keyboards by James Omby, 
originally from Bowling Green. 
Beginning with a terrific rhythm 
and  blues  section,  "Michael"   was 
decision to purchase his new album. 
"You can run through the ocean; 
You can hide in the mountains; You 
can keep yourself down with a lock 
and a chain; You can tell all your 
Morics to the midnight believers; but 
you know in your heart you'll be back 
once again" arc part of the lyrics 
from an untitled tune Cotton wrote 
two weeks ago with which he 
followed a simple sweet tribute; to his 
wife entitled "Minnesota Woman." 
The umitled song was the right pep to 
follow the somewhat repetitive 
melody. Cotton should definitely 
bother 10 title the song-its driving 
movement and good lyrics make for 
an interesting combination. 
After an amusing story on one of 
I he band members by Cotton on their 
difficulty with a marriage-happ\ 
young girl whose uncle was shcrflf of 
the small town, (hey presented 
"Virginia," definitely one of iheir 
belter tunes. 
Although ihcy arc both very good 
vocalists, when Cotton and Diane 
Darling of the Aces teamed 10 do a 
duet iheir styles seemed to clash to the 
point of disrupting a good song. She 
leans more toward rock while he is 
still close to easier stuff. 
Despite   a   few   lulls,   the   group's, 
received a standing ovation  from^J 
happy crowd and relumed 10 do an 
encore,  "Only  the  Lucky  in   Love- 
Survive." 
(tent Cotton and Diane Darling fromhis back-up group. American Aces, team 
Inning a number while in concert in Brock Auditorium Tuesday night iphoUi bv 
KtfVf Itroun) 
Pride hosts country artists 
Charley I'ride hosts multinational 
groups of country music artists in Ihe 
"'('MA International Show." airing 
Sunday. Sept   16. ai 7 p.m  on KKT 
The hour long special of country 
music is condensed from a two-hour 
live performance given during Ihe 
annual   Fanfare   celebration   held   in 
Nashville. Term   last June 
The Fanfare celebration salutes Ihe 
tans of country music, who come from 
around Ihe world lor ihe celebration 
I .ike Ihe audience. Ihe ^performers 
come from such diverse countries as 
South Africa. Australia. Japan. 
Kngland. Czechoslovakia. Canada and 
Holland 
' Red 
Ryder' 
opens 
season 
Bv STKVEN l». LYONS 
Staff Writer 
The t'niversity Theatre opens its 
season Oct 4-with "When You Comin' 
Back, Bed Kyder?" a play of thrills, 
suspense and overtones concerning the 
troubled times of America in the '60s 
and   70s 
The play will be staged at the 
University's (iifford Theatre 
The play. "When You Comin' Back. 
Bed Ryder? was written by Mark 
Medoff' an Knglish professor at New 
Mexico State University and is set at a 
dusty roadside diner in New   Mexico 
Dr Jay Fields, director and 
University staff member, has an- 
nounced ihe cast for the production 
Marianne Beck. Anita l^enhart and 
Mark Sowell all of Louisville, Henry 
Odum of Berea. Tern I.umpldns of 
Barhourville. Lowell Massev of 
Manchester. Kric Riley of Aurora. 
Indiana, and staff member Jim 
Christian of Murray. I'tah will be 
featured in the major roles 
Slage manager for (he production is 
Krnie Adams of Owensboro Mike 
Stephens of Cynthiana will serve as 
assistant to the director 
The show opens Oct 4 and runs 
through Oct. 6 The play uses vulgar 
language, has sexual overtones and 
some nudity II is intended for mature 
audiences onlv 
Children's Theatre delights 
viewers of all ages 
*...y<£U know in your heart you'll be back../ 
In a fit of overdramatization 
Cotton belted out "Save the 
Dancer," the title song from his last 
album, entitled the same. The best 
part of the song was the introduction 
in which he said, "If I had one wish 
for the world this would be 
ii-someday  we  migh(  all   learn   to 
If anyone would like lo give Coiion 
and his group another try they will be 
performing on (he University of 
Kentucky's campus tonight. All in all 
ihcy put on a pretly good concert. It 
will probably be the best received on 
campus this year and for good 
reason. 
The- Leeingiort' Children's Theatre 
enters its 41st year of delightful en- 
tertainment for the Bluegrass by an- 
nouncing Ihe four all-lime classics to he 
presented ai the (ipera House in Ihe 7»- 
Hll season 
(i Henry's "Captivating" short 
slorv. "The Hansom of Red Chief" is 
scheduled for Oct 13 and 14. This en- 
tertaining adaptation will open Ihe 
season on a rollicking note 
On Dec I and 2. Ihe audience will join 
Ihe ever-popular Alice in her zany trip 
through Ihe world beyond the looking 
glass as "Alices Advenlwes in Won 
derland" an- colorfully lecounled 
In March. Central Kentucky will 
again have Ihe chance 10 lie transported 
in Ihe whimsical world of mime Honlin 
Foreman Foreman praclicallv stole 
ihe show when "Bananas." a last 
paced children's show hit ihe Cuignol 
slage last season Those who hold 
tickets lo his March 29and 90shows will 
see why' 
11ns. series of classics is rounded out- 
by the May lo and n performances ol 
"Aladdin and the Wonderful   Lamp." 
Kehve this much loved tanUsy where 
wishful thinking comes true in an exotic 
land of glitter'and intrigue. 
Join your Inends and Ihe children of 
Ihe Bluegrass in experiencing this 
culturally-enriching Wend of classic 
literature. sight. sound and 
imagination' 
The shows are at 1 30 p.m on 
Saturdays and al i :30 p.m and :t :w 
p m on Sundays Contact the Lexington 
Children's Theatre office at 333 Larch 
Lane.   40505.   252-1381   for   further   in 
formation 
Or. W. R. Isaacs 
* and Associates 
Dr. C. L. Davis and Dr. D. B. Coleman 
OPTOMETRISTS 
Announce that they have moved downstairs, 
two doors down from old location. 
Complete Visual Service, AI Types of Contacts 
228 W. MAIN Mon.-Sat. 
Downtown 623-3358 8:30-5:00 
Baush fr Lomb 
Soft Lens 
In Stock 
YOUR 
ONE-STOP 
SHOP! 
Sorority ft Fraternity Mascots 
Giftware b Free Giftwrapping 
TV ft Radio Repair 
Varity of Wicker Baskets 
Houseware Appliances b 
Plumbing Shop 
Phone 
6232390 
BLUEGRASS 
HARDWARE 
Downtown 
112 E. Main 
SUB CENTER 
SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES 
W. THIRD 
AND 
MAIN ST. 
FREE DELIVERY 624-2435 
EAT IN 
TAKE OUT 
FREE DELIVERY 
REGULAR 
SANDWICHES 
Served on White. Bye 
or Whole Wheat Breed. 
Laittuce, Tomato, Mayo 
Mustard or Onion on 
Request.  100 extra 
ROAST BEEF. J.29 
TURKEY. J.29 
HAM ... .1.29 
MAN & CHEESE J.39 
SALAMI (Genoa) ..1.29 
SALAMI & CHEESE .1.39 
LIVERWORST. .1.19 
TUNA SALAD 129 
CHEESE 1.19 
SIDE ORDERS 
COKE. SPRITE. TAB............ " 
LEMONADE OR ICE TEA « 
COFFEE ............"• ••••••«•« 
A»SORTED CHIPS. '« 
MOT PEPPERS OJ 
KOSIIEL PICKLE SLICE.........-" 
CHILI..-.. ..................••° -* 
TOSSED SALAD................■*' 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
includes Lattuce, Tomato, Onion, Cheese 
Saensonlng and our own Top Secret Dressing. 
MIXED. 1.55 2.25 
HAM 1.55 .2.25 
SALAMI 1.55. 2.25 
HCJAo I   DLLI;. 1 .bb ••••■•••"/.zb 
TURKEY. 1.55;. 2.25 
LIVERWORST. 1.5o 2.25 
TUNA ;1.55. 2.25 
CHEESE 1.55 2.25 
WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL 
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S 
Portion* of Roast SMI, Ham. 
Turk.y. Salami and Swiss Clwaas 
on a bod of Lottuca and Tomato 
SIMM and your cnoica of 
draulng. »2.03 
HOURS DELIVERY 
MON.-SAT. 10a.m. to 12 MIDNITE i/tLivtni 
SUNDAY 4p.m. to 12 MIDNITE MINIMUM $1.75 
FRIED CHICKEN 
The taste that made 
the South love chicken 
at prices chicken-lovers love, 
ALL DAY 
US. 25 
SOUTH 
NEXT TO 
CLARK- 
MOORES 
SCHOOL 
Regular '2.40 Value 
1 89 
COMPLETE DINNER 
Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried 
Chicken, Mash Potatoes And Gravy 
Cole Slaw And One Hot Butter-Tastin Biscuit 
Copyright 1977 Famous Recipe Fried Chicken 
» . >     * 
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Cotton's style   . 
^o^n^usic changes 
and matures 
l«»  \I\KKIT.\ SIIKI.Kl KNK 
Xi'ls Kititnr 
I had In son of heiid'" for the record 
companies in his former albums is 
• «•»«• Cotton's explanation lor the 
drastic difference in his style nl music 
in concert and an his newer albums 
••.•posed iii those earl) works I'oitim 
made I he statement in an interview 
prior in l he concert on campus Tuesday 
niKhl 
'I had to sort 
of bend' 
i (.Hun believes he is a lot more in 
control with this alhum than any 
hrtnrc' m reference to his newest 
ivlcusc   'NoStrinus Mlached." due out 
ill about  a  week  and a  half 
I'ccausc lie will be producing his next 
alhum himself, the performer will not 
.main have III encounter Ihe problem of 
control over Ins recorded material 
i i it Ion hailed "No Strings Mlached' 
as In* lavorile allmni of Ihe ones he has 
done so tat He says thai the songs are 
more mat lire"' and attributes this In 
piai'\ lluncs especially a year of ex 
|ici loncos and impressions 
\s Ihe long iiaired. yoUng pcrlormcr 
put new strings in his guitar he talked 
about Ins preference lor college 
audiences and the changes in audiences 
in general since he began performing 
He commented thai college students 
arc lii'inc faced with a great variety of 
•ii'u prupir mid experiences and thus 
arc more receptive In new or different 
I«I lui mcrs and arc not so set in their 
musical vrlcctinns 
The   main  difference   in   audiences 
today compared to those when he first 
began performing is "that people .. 
have changed" and are now often "as 
much into .lelhro Tull as Keethovan" at 
'   Ihe same lime observed Cotton 
\ imhiical science major from Ohio 
State, he believes that he is able to keep 
up with his interests in the field despite 
his extensive traveling and concert 
schedule He often plays benefits and 
attends other politically oriented 
functions 
He says he is "not as vocal from the 
stage as I once used to be" in regards to 
imlihcal issues 
Now able In "recognize the rights of 
an audience." ("niton tries lo keep his 
imlitical views.from his music because 
nl Ihe possible danger ifi such influence 
I'nlilics is a subject everyone feels 
differently about and t"otton is en- 
deavoring In keep and let everyone else 
keep their own opinions 
i oil on writes "a lot" of his own music 
with ihe help of "a lot of friends who 
write " He and his present hack-up 
luind. American Aces, are now writing 
several pieces together 
\n (Hiin native, he lived in Nashville 
until iwn year*ago when he changed to 
Ihe \nola recording label and moved to 
li's  \ngeles III he closer to his studio 
.mil other opportunities 
He and his family are-now moving 
back to Tennessee, about :m lo 4ti miles 
Irnni Nashville because he likes this 
|inri nt the cnuntry and also finds 
Inmseli here a large portion of the lime 
IhtlS keeping him  from his family 
\n inlngumg person, unfortunately 
i ntlnn « as only able lo talk for a brief 
|HTind hefnre he went hack In vwirk 
lioailed toward Stardom a gnal he lust 
iiiiglit achieve if personality has 
anything in iln with it 
Honor society meeting, 
Organizations Day held 
lie National Criminal Justice Honor 
Society. Mpha I'hi Sigma, will meet in 
inference H<mm (' nl the Powell 
student ' enter Wednesday  Sept   19 at 
4    ill p 111 
\ll members and prospective can 
dictates arc encouraged to attend 
The first annual EKU-CIA 
organizations Day is being held today 
in the Meditation Square from !0a m - 
("• p m 
Tables will be^ set up by Ihe 
organizations on campus with displays 
concerning their larnpus activities 
BEAT THE HIGH 
COST OF LIVING 
-HAVE THOSE 
SHOES REPAIRED 
COLEMAN'S 
SHOE SERVICE 
Downtown S. 2nd St. 
Under J«tt & Hall 
JIM'S 
PAWN 
SHOP 
MONEY 
TO LOAN 
On Anything Of Value 
•Buy •Sell 
•Sell *Pawn 
South 3rd   Bus Station 
Offering 
GREAT PIZZA 
Whole wheat or white crust 
Deep Dish & Regular 
SCRUMPTIOUS    SUBMARINE 
SANDWICHES 
Roast Beef. Turkey. 
Super Sub. Ham & Meatball 
SUPER SALADS 
& BEER    s* ^-^      Catering 
available 
The many faces of Gene Cotton -- the performer displayed many different 
emotions during his concert Tuesdav night   His moods as well as his music 
varied from light to intense (photo by Sieve Brown I 
The Eye of the Needle9 is piercing literary drama 
B\ KKTTV MAI.KIN 
st.ill Writer 
The hook, written by Ken Kolletl. is 
titled The Kye of the Needle " Its a 
thriller fast paced, suspenseful. 
impossibk' lo [tut down At the end. one 
is left breathless and practically weak, 
but satisfied 
The story, although fictitious, is 
based on fact, and most certainly could 
have happened   What follows is fact 
The allies in World War II formed a 
lake army in southeastern Kngland to 
trick I icrmany into believing Ihe I) Day 
invasion would he from the Pas de 
Calais, instead of at Normandy The 
allies sent tanks, airplanes, and ships 
into the area Itarracks were con- 
structed (lur double agents sent 
messages hack lo Germany saying a 
massive army had concentrated in 
-outheastern Kngland   The allies sent 
DIAL 
BIBLE 
MOMENT 
specially   coded     to  make   sure   the 
Hermans decoded them   Kven General 
ration was sent to Ihe area lo carry out 
the gianl hoax lo the hilt  The allies left 
no stone unturned in their deception of 
the enemy  Hut more incredible than all 
of this  is   that   it   worked    Germany 
l>rcpared lor the I)-Day invasion from 
Ihe Calais  area,  while  the allies  at- 
tacked   via    Normandy     ■    with    the 
distinct   advantage  of   surprise    That 
much is fact   The rest is fiction   . 
Knter Henry Kaber. alias Die Nadel 
ihe needlei. so called because of his 
constant companion a stiletto  Kaber is 
a Herman spy stationed in  Kngland 
Hitler,  trusting only his number-one 
spy.   sends   Kaber   to  check   out   the 
reports of the enemy forming a huge 
army in southeastern Kngland   It does 
not take a resourceful man like Kaber 
long to lind there is not any army at all 
Not trusting a messenger, nor a radio 
transmission. Kaber knows his findings 
are too important not to deliver them in 
person So Kaber treks across the 
country In an attempt to meet up with a 
(ierman rendezvous boat 
Knler Ihe Kritish Military In 
lelligence ithe M-ISi, who are already 
hot mi ihe trail of Kaber It is quite a 
chase across Ihe country, hut the M 15 
never l|Ulle catch up with Ihe cunning 
Kaber 
Kaber reaches the shore and steals a 
Imat However, a bad storm leaves 
Kaber on a remote island 
Knter I.ucy Rose, who lives on the 
island with her crippled husband and 
young son They are the only 
inhabitants of Ihe island except for an 
old-shepherd 
And that chance meeting, between an 
intelligent man   - Hitler's most trusted 
624-2427 
•weddings 
• graduation 
• portraits 
•passports 
•gifts 
•composites 
•groups 
•instant 
photos 
in 
onday 
adness 
"arrives on 9/20/79' 
2? 
SERVICE DIRECTORY 
People That Can Help 
Richmond T.V. & Appliance 
Canter 
"We service all brands of color T V.'i 
radios and stereo*." Toshiba T.V.'t and 
Tanglewood stereo's 
Larry Flaig Ph  623 8849 
Manager        227 W   Irvina    Richmond 
Rick's Chevron 
Located on the Kastern By-Pass next to Holiday Inn. Ricks Chevron 
lias reasonable prices on all their tires and batteries They'll do all types 
of mechanical work for the student's broken down car 
Campus Cleaners 
Sludant prices  Quality laundry and 
claamng.  Localad in lha Powell 
Building. 
Ph 622 5139 
Barger's Exxon 
Quick Sarvica. Tita Salaa. Dependable 
Towing Sonic*. "VtVll coma out and 
•larl your cor." 
EKU By-Pan Ph. 623 9711 
Richmond, K*y, 
Hamm's Gulp 
24 Hr.   Wrecker   Sarvica 
Sludoni Checks 
EKU By-ran University Plata 
Richmond. Ky Ph. 623-0804 
Watson's T.V. Service 
Sarvica on moat makaa and modoti. 
"W* aaiii Zanith and Quasar." 
312 try. Irvina St. Ph. 623 3272 
Richmond. Ky. 
Pro Muffler & Tire Center 
Quick  repairs,  compatniva pricoa. 
Qoodyaar Tires 
YVa accept Maater Charoa and Via*. 
Opon 8 6 Ph  624 2100 
E. Mam 8> Halha Irvina   Richmond 
Sammy's Tire Service Center 
Wrackar Sarvica 
Main Straal 
Richmond. Ky. 
Roberta's Fabric Shop 
"All Kind* of Malarial" 
Roberta D. Daaton   215 E. Man St. 
6230653 Richmond. KY. 
Barger's Sunoco 
Tuna up*, tire*, battorioa. 
24 Hr. Wrackar Service 
Oft the Eeetern By-Pass 
Richmond. KV.      Ph. 823 5169 
Rick's Chevron 
All types of Mechanic work done. 
Check our price* on tirea and banana 
Eastern By-Past Phono: 
By Holiday Inn 823 6028 
spy and a bored, lonely, practically 
desperate woman, tarns a brilliant man 
into a failure and a common housewife 
into a heroine 
Krom here the tension mounts until it 
reaches a fever pitch And then hanR 
it's all over   We are left drained, but 
happy    The   outcome   is   immensely 
satisfying 
The DOOR has a twist at Ihe end. when 
Ihe   author   looks   at   a   few   of   the 
characters 20 years later   This is just 
the right touch  The author gets in one 
final punch 
The   hook   is   not   only   fascinating 
reading, but it is jam-packed with 
liistorical information It gives one 
ijuile an insTght into life in war-lime 
Kngland and Ihe wnrk of the M-15 
Ken Kolletl has written an enjoyable, 
believable and most remarkable book 
I'on'l pass up the chance lo read it 
Exchange 
Classified Ads 
It's Easy 
Call or Come To 
The Progress Office 
4th Floor Jones Bldg. 
622-1629 
WANTED .  es,     is,hi,.     Junior. 
Senior, or Giaduat Student i, »sted in 
restaurant mana. ment lor aining 
position Requires evening and weekend 
hours For further information call 
623 6006 
I   AM   INTERESTED   in   «-iiying   comic 
books  Preferably   D( * published 
before 1974 I am willing ay a fair price 
and I am not interested in Archie' comics. 
Call 986 1846 
FOR SALE   lovvley Electric Organ   Like 
new $450 00   623 6822 
FOR   SALE 
interested cal 
1971   Dodge  Charger    If 
623 0134 
FOR SALE 1978 Honda Eapress. 50cc. 
cheap lun transportation, with baskets, 
helmet, lock and chain, fitted cover Only 
»285 622 3923 or 624 1802 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 
oft campus housing Reply at 301 Water 
Street. Richmond 40475 
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE 
Spinet Console Piano 
WANTED. Responsible party to take over 
low monthly payments on spinet piano 
Can be seen locally Write credit manager 
P.O. Box 537. Shelbyville. Ind 46176 
FOR SALE   Canon 36 mm with 50 mm F 
1 8 135 mm F 2 8 Telephoto. 3 filters and 
(•"■.S?**^???^?6- —* !?'-?——•—  
MEN! WOMEN' 
J088I 
CRUISE SHIPSI YACHTS! No experi 
ence Good Pay* Europe' Australia! So. 
Amer World! Send (4.96 lor APPLICA 
TION/INFO/REFERRALS lo CRUISE 
WORLD 112 Boa 60129, Sscto C* 
95860 
Direct 
Communication 
With Other 
Students 
< 
mm 
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Duncan concert 
promises  variety 
On Monday. Sept 17. guitarist 
Charles Duncan will give a concert at 8 
p.m. The concert promises to be 
unusually varied and attractive. 
A 1970 graduate of the Segovia 
Master ("lass in Spain and student of 
several international virtuosi. Duncan 
is achieving recognition in his own right 
as a concert artist and teacher. An 
Atlanta resident, and music faculty 
member of Emory and Mercer 
Universities, he has given concerts and 
workshops throughout the South and at 
the prestigious Eastman School of 
Music in New York. A record. "Four 
Centuries of Music for Flute and 
Guitar." has just been released by 
(iokk-n Crest His book 'The Art of 
Classical Guitar Playing" is scheduled 
for   publication   this  spring   by   the 
Sum my Birchard Company. 
Known also to thousands of Atlantans 
as a popular nightclub performer, 
Charles Duncan's command of the 
guitar covers the entire spectrum of 
musical styles. His programs range 
from Bach to bossa nova to foot-tapping 
flamenco. Whatever he plays, his 
programs are warm, tasteful, and 
exciting: as the Atlanta Journal put it, 
"Duncan communicates a feeling of 
sensitive involvement in everything he 
plays." 
The concert will include classical 
works by Bach, Sor. Albeniz, and 
Ravel, in addition to traditional 
flamenco and popular Latin American 
music. 
The program will be held in Brock 
Auditorium. 
'An Apple, An Orange' 
airs Tuesday on KET 
"An Apple. An Orange." a short story 
dramatized for TV by the author Diane 
Johnson, airs on KET. Tuesday. Sept. 
18 at 9 p m 
It chronicles the sensitive relation- 
ship of two dissimilar immigrant 
women. These middle-aged, hard 
working domestics come together 
through circumstances arising from 
diverse but seemingly compatible 
needs Their search for individual 
fulfillment at midlife becomes en- 
tangled  with differences  in cultural. 
sociological and philosophical values. 
"An Apple. An Orange" stars 
Kathleen Freeman and Beulah Quo. 
Freeman has appeared in well over one 
hundred Alms (including "Singing In 
The Rain." "The Fly." "The Roun- 
ders" and a series of Jerry Lewis 
films), as well as many television 
series 
"An Apple. An Orange" earned an O 
Henry award recognition in I97S for the 
author and dramatist Diane Johnson 
'Million Mile' 
runs out of gas 
Charles Duncan, a classic guitarist will be appearing in Brock Auditorium 
Monday. Sept !7atRpm  Admission is free 
Reading for pleasure expands knowledge 
K> KAT1IIK STAMPS 
Stan Writer 
My first year of school. I don't think I 
read anything that wasn't assigned in 
class The next summer. I felt as if I 
hadn't quite gotten the education I 
should have during those two 
semesters Now I realize it was because 
I hadn't been expanding my knowledge 
on my own. by reading "for pleasure." 
U it's called 
1'icking up an occasional magazine 
just doesn't quite get it Reading 
novels, short stories, fiction or non- 
fiction and biographies, one will find 
that it's this type of reading from which 
,i vast part of our everyday knowledge 
comes 
By managing your lime to include 
textbook assignments as well as 
"pleasure reading." I guarantee you 
will feel twice as "educated" at the end 
of this year 
You'll  probably find that the more 
outside reading you do. the easier your 
classroom reading will be. 
With that in mind, may I suggest one 
or two pieces of fiction to pick up at the 
library or bookstore 
Stephen King is a noted author in the 
field of horror writing Not to be con- 
fused with horrible writing. King has 
turned out several thrillers that keep 
you up till dawn finishing them and 
begging your roommate to accompany 
you to the bathroom for the next week 
His first novel was Carrie, which was 
made into a movie, and set his style for 
the works to come. Carrie was followed 
by Siiirm's i.ot. a collection of short 
stories entitled Night Shift (obviously 
meant to be read then) and two more 
excellent books. The Shining and The 
Stand. 
King's must recent publication is The 
Head /.inn- This isn't as far nut as 
Carrie, as it seems quite realistic 
The story is about John Smith. Mr 
Common American himself. He teaches 
high school, dates Sarah and visits 
mom and dad around Christmas. Then 
one night he's involved in a car accident 
which leaves him in a coma for four 
years 
When he suddenly awakes in the 
hospital. John notices that he doesn't 
have the usual flowers and get well 
cards that the man in the room with 
him does of course the poor nurse is 
almost shocked into a coma herself 
when she realizes Smith is awake. 
The first words he speaks are to the 
nurse. Mane "I think he'll be okay 
once they clean out that impacted 
cornea 
Marie knows he is referring to the 
operation her small son is soon to un- 
dergo She runs for the doctor and the 
vallum   i For herself'' 
What follows is one incredible in- 
cident  after another, as John Smith. 
Bv J.I). BROOKSHIKI-: 
Staff Writer 
With great anticipation I rushed 
Charlie Daniel's new release "Million 
Mile Reflections" to the nearest turn 
table available and lay hack expecting 
still another full tilt Hock n Roll effort 
To say I was disappointed is. at best. 
' an understatement 
"Million Mile" started out 
promisingly enough with the new 
release of "Devil Went Down To 
Georgia." 'a vastly successful single', 
but the album is on the whole disjoin- 
ted, confused and very busy Rhythm 
and blues, country ballad, heavy metal 
and rock-n-roll are all fine styles, but 
not in a combined, one album, format. 
The last cut on side two. "Rainbow 
Ride" is literally an attempt to use all 
the aforementioned styles in one song. 
It is both hard to listen to and hard not 
to. at the same time I found myself 
waiting in vain for "rainbow" to 
coalesce 
"Million Mile" is not totally without 
merit, (hough   The fourth cut on side 
one. entitled. "Behind Your Eyes," is a 
premium example of Charlie Daniels at 
his best The song swims Every note is 
clear and precise with well placed 
Verses adding to the already silk-like 
flow of this tune Everything this album 
should have been is contained in 
"Behind Your Eyes." 
Immediately preceding it is a quick 
little blues number "Jitterbug" lights 
up and pays off in silver dollars! It is 
intense and hard hitting: a Blues 
tantrum Freddv King would be proud 
of , 
Both cuts are excellent but the tempo 
of combining them produces a roller 
coaster effect which is indicative of the 
albums total lack of continuity 
The remaining five songs are not 
altogether bad in their own right, but 
they have either been given less 
development than they deserved or are 
misplaced in view of the total album 
effect 
Daniels is the undisputed "Master of 
Southern Hock-n-Koll." but this album 
is no doubt the least masterful 
production Charlie Daniels' fans have 
witnessed in vears 
Bronowski follows 
'Ascent of Man' 
common citizen, is turned into a freak 
by Ihe press Word has gotten out about 
his accident and remarkable recovery 
and Ihe fad that be now has a "sixth 
sense " 
His ability to predict things of good 
and evil and warn people of these oc- 
casions, is frightening to him How he 
longs for four years ago. when he was 
going in ask Sarah to marry him But 
she has married someone else, thinking 
he would never walk or talk again 
My shaking hands with someone or 
touching him or her. John Smith knows 
ihe depths of their souls. This is 
especially strong with political figures 
This leads In Ihe end ol the story, when 
he becomes so involved with the career 
■ if a certain political candidate that 
■ ihno. I caul tell you how it ends You'll 
have lo finish it for yourselt 
The Dead Zone will keep you on edge 
of your seal and your popcorn popper 
empty   !>■> read ii 
From Stonehenge to skyscraper, 
from Ptolemy lo Einstein. Jacob 
Bronowski highlights Ihe turning points 
of our civilization when the 13-parl 
series, "Ascent (if Man." returns to 
KET beginning Friday, Sept 21 at 9 
p.m. 
Photographed in 27 countries around 
Ihe world. "Ascent Of Man" is 
Bronowski's personal view of man's' 
history over Ihe last two million years 
using the perspectives of science and 
culture as guideposts 
Bronowski. who (lied in 1974. was a 
Cambridge Fellow al the Salk Institute 
in San Diego and a well known scien- 
tist, mathematician, historian and 
teacher who dedicated his life to 
proving that science and knowledge are 
not Ihe prerogative of the elite 
In Episode One. "Lower Than The 
Angels." Bronowski points out that 
man alone among the animals has not 
been pigeonholed by his environment 
Traveling to the Omo Valley in Ethiopia 
where Ihe remains of early man have 
lieen found. Bronowski asks viewers to 
consider man's unique physical gifts 
Then. Bronowski Journeys to Altamira. 
Spain, to show viewers the ancient cave 
paintings the first evidence of man's 
imaginative process. 
There were many outstanding 
achievements in tht" evolution of man 
and future episodes deal with them - 
hut always from a human standpoint, 
not a coldly scientific one Among them 
are: man's domestication of plants and 
animals for use in agriculture, the 
development of architecture and the 
cities man has built. Ihe pursuit of 
chemistry and our modern knowledge 
of the elements, and the discovery of 
principles of mathemetics. astronomy 
and physics 
Central to the "Ascent Of Man" 
series is a quote with which Bronowski 
concludes Part One "There are many 
gifts that are unique in man. but at the 
center of them all lies the ability lo 
draw.conclusions from what we see to 
what we do not see. lo move our minds 
through space and time, and to 
recognize ourselves in the past on the 
steps to ihe present 
"Ascent Of Man'" is being offered for 
college credit as a television course one 
takes al home by the University, as well 
as Morehead State. Murray State and 
the University of Kentucky For further 
information, contact the Director of 
Continuing Education at the college of 
your choice 
Jim's Lock and 
Key Service 
Locks - Keys 
Safes - Re-keying 
If you're locked out of 
your car we can make 
a new key, even if 
they're tost. 
24 hr. service 
211 Geri Lwe 624-1371 
QUALITY 
PIZZA & SANDWICHES 
Lunch Special 
In    hniico   r\r\lw ' :in house only 
• Expires Sept. 27.1979 
4 inch 
Sandwich 
& Regular 
Soft Drink 
$1.65 
SMadness 
$2.95 
: Pizza with 
*•••«••••••••••••••••• 
^••••••••••••••••••** 
2 loppings  : 
of your choice 
,ii,.. .II |.»i ••I.I.I       tupires Sept. 27.1979   • 
W 
'Mi. ui,,,,,,,,.,,, y, ^, ■ i^wr^^mmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^mmmm m ^M 
Paaaj   14. v..,    ',8 No   4 
Tba EMIKI) Prograaa 
Thunday   Saptamba. 13. 1979 
Former Prime Minister 
will speak on campus 
Critter sitter Hick Robinson, student reRent. discusses i student   Vxanrtatinn I'resident Oiris Kremer while his pel 
lerrel    i 'ritler" lnoks "ii 
Richmond chosen test site 
(Continued from I>.<K.  II 
eneru> and i otiverselv. if we don t use 
solar energy uli.it will !«• tin- impact "I 
ennhnuinfi present systems 
Mr Jerry KauKhn, professor ul 
physic*, wrote a booklet entitled "Knlai 
tt|itiiHis l.oeal \ssessmenl bj Kiwh 
timid .mil distributed it 
ticipHiits in Hie nrnjei'l 
In it K.1114111 covered the 
eneruv crisis .mil the necessity for new 
alternatives to the present erieru> 
system 
Knutthn liolds Dial althnuKh coii 
servatlo.il "ill help, iit some point in 
'be future the world's supply of fossil 
luols u ill IN-exhausted    The reason lor 
to   pat 
current 
      .i. mm is in   tm\ tune for the 
iH'wliipuiful -it alternative sources ot 
11« i c\ 
i 1,11   i neruy    'he  use of the sun.   is 
iis.il   III  space  and  water 
>"   ■ • .    i aek u|i sources oi heal are 
*ii!l needed ..*  must  systems are only 
iii ■ 11>|■ i>   hall   the  beating 
Ii    K< ii'ucky    K.iuuhn  |»imts out.  .i 
 i    healing    system   can 
ini'.ni ito percent ol  the  heating 
needs   ul  .i   bimie    II  'Ins  system  also 
i ■ active   features    it    can 
;>' i >.  ■!•'  up hi 'Hi percent 
It iii 'here are only  about  a  hall 
I'.-ii   |ioini*s in Madison ' "ount\  wilh 
solar healing units, the project is not 
ilpsigned to i.ni,c in the hardware and 
remodel 1101111-;. hut to introduce and 
explain solar healing, letting industries 
anil private homes decide to use it on 
their own 
\iiordm« lo I'alton. "community 
interest has been very high We still, of 
course coin nine lo encourage par 
licipatinn So far. the response is 
Irenfendnus 
1 >Mi I.'I aitendiil the first community 
1 ting  Thenexl meeting is scheduled 
lor Sept m students interested in 
inriuip.iiini! in Hie project or finding 
141I mole about it can go to the Political 
science office in Wallace 311 
By KAIPtl KKKTTV 
(.uesl Wiilei 
Harold Wilson, who became Prime 
Minister of Creal Itntam in the mid 
I9fl0's and again in the mid-1970s, 
resigned in 197fi He had served as 
labour Party leader for 13 years as 
well as Prime Minister for eight of 
them At 7:30 on Sunday evening. Sept 
23. he will speak in Krncfc Auditorium at 
the I'niversity. 
Wilson's appearance at the 
I'niversity exemplifies a university 
tradition of providing an opportunity 
for studentsand faculty, to see in person 
distinguished persons whom I hey en- 
counter in print, lecture, film and other 
instructional media Because of Hie 
often great cost of engaging such 
persons, this can be done less 
frequently than universities would like 
Wilson's appearance here is part of the 
Kincaid lecture Series and is presented 
in cooperation with the I'niversity 
(enter Hoard. 
With Wilson's appearance scheduled 
for a Sunday evening, it should be 
possible for many students to share the 
experience of seeing and hearing him 
with family members and friends 
whom Ihev could invite to the campus 
that day 
Wilson will speak about international 
affairs involving the I'nited Stales and 
other major nations Listeners will also 
lie interested, however, lo reflect upon 
his place in the twentieth century 
political history of Creal  Britain 
The year 1945 was an important 
milestone in Ihe long evolution of 
I'rilish democracy The nineteenth 
century industrialization of Britain had 
given risario ,1 working class political 
movemepl. and as Ihe twentieth 
century began, a Labour Parly bad 
been formed to seek seats in 
Parliament II s long quest for a 
Parliamentary majority succeeded in 
I'M", with Party leader Clement AHJec 
iMvoming Prime Minister 
Milioui'li Aider's government 
remained in power only six years, its 
sun. economic policies importantly 
changed Britain, which came lo be 
widely called a "welfare stale 
Winston Churchill's return to power 
in 1951 began a period of Conservative 
Party rule which lasted, under suc- 
cessive Prime Ministers, until 1964 
l-'msiiaicd by its inability to regain 
power, ihe I.a hour Parly was 
repeatedly troubled by factional 
disputes Following the retirement of 
Alt lee and Ihe death in 1963 of Alt Ice's 
.successor. Hugh CaiLskell. the Party 
turned In Harold Wilson, who had 
continually sought to reconcile the 
different factions. 
These events, from Ihe founding of 
the Labour Party lo Ihe eve of Harold 
Wilson's election as Prime Minister, 
have been portrayed in an hour long 
.British Broadcasting Corporation film 
entitled The Kise of Knglish 
Socialism " 
To help prepare I'niversity listeners 
for Wilson's visit, this film will be 
shown Thursday. Sept. 20. at 3:30 p.m 
111 the (.rise Konm. on the main floor ot 
the Combs Building 
Guest 
Commentary 
Sponsored by Ihe Political Science 
Depart men) and Pi Sigma Alpha, the 
political science honor society, Ihe 
showing is open lo all and free of 
charge Between now and Sept 20. any- 
class or faculty-sponsored group 
wishing to use the film may reserve it 
by telephoning Ihe Instructional Media 
MIVISIIHI at  Kxlenjiinn 22<r2 
in ihe Parliamentary election of ISM 
Wilson led Ihe Parly to an unexpected 
victory As Parly Leader and Prime 
Minister he sought lo complete the 
Parly's transformation of its role and 
image from those of a revolutionary 
socialist parly tonnes of a progressive 
party which could provide an ac- 
ceptable alternative lo Conservative 
rule 
Wilson's years as Prime Minister. 
between 1964 and 1976. coincided with 
the nnsel and persistence of nearly 
world-wide inflation That the inflation 
was worse in Britain than in most other 
nations was partly the result of the 
militancy of British labor unions The 
nation's politics had become in 
creasingly democratic, with labor 
unions and other groups as well as the 
general electorate relentlessly 
demanding maintenance and im- 
provement of their material well-being 
These demands were accompanied. 
however, by less productivity im- 
provement than was occurring in other 
industrial nations 
Both Ihe labour (internment's loss of 
power in 197(1 and ils resumption of rule 
111 1974 were related to Ihe govern- 
ment's inability to successfully handle 
these inflationary forces It was the 
electorate's aversion lo a showdown 
between Ihe Conservative Government 
and the labor unions which led lo 
Wilson's return lo power in 1974 He 
subsequently experienced only limited 
and temporary' success in restraining 
Ihe  inflationary   demands   of   diverse 
contending groups 
As Wilson was preparing in 1976 lo 
announce bis unexpected retirement 
from Hie Prime Ministership and Party 
leadership, a commentator in the \ew 
Statesman w role that Wilson " must 
have credit lor demonstrating fresh 
'U' gnvernaMHIy of ihe nation ami 
restoring some equilibrium lo its 
political I'll- In the two years since he 
returned lo office In the midst of a crisis 
al ..nee economic and political he has 
by caulIIHIS and conservative leader 
ship restored Ihe basis for government 
by consent He lias come closer than 
any other |Militiciatt in his time to an 
instinctive understanding of ihe British 
|M<ople It is not a heroic achievemenl 
But here we are still more or less in 
.HIC piece and on the Prime Minister's 
"in- birthday we might render a 
preliminary lliankliil chorus of 'Here's 
tolhc Pilot Ibal weathered Ihe storm 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Center Board 
Presents 
Former Prime Minister 
of England 
Sir Harold Wilson 
Sunday, Sept. 23, 8:00 
Brock Auditorium 
Open to the public 
A Kincaid Lecture Series 
University Film Series 
Presented in Pearl Buchanan Theatre, Keen Johnson Building, 
seven nights per week. Limited EKU community. For additional 
information call 622-3855. Admission M.00 
Imnslon 6§L«°9^ 
aftheBocfr 
•PG 
Thursday - Friday 
Sept. 13 & 14 
6-8-10:00 
Comes A 
Horseman 
CLINT EASTWOOD 
Monday-Tuesday 
Sept. 17 & 18 
7-9:00 
Saturday - Sunday, Sept. 15 & 16, 7-8:30-10 
PG • Wednesday-Thursday 
Sept. 19 & 20 6-8-10 
ltytZJ   IkTSaJ.**.   Ryf~.,:^.     Friday 14th - Blazing Saddles 
Mid   INlte   MOVie        Saturday 15th - Norma Rae 
UPCOMING EVENTS:  All events arc 
presented in Brock Auditorium 
Classical Guitar 
Charles Duncan 
Monday 8:00 Sept. 17 
Photo by Da«id S. Tabton 
Louisville Ballet 
Symphonic Variations 
Tuesday 8:00 Sept. 25th 
< 
